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Abstract

Plasma Processing of Poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) in an Oxygen Decoupled
.

Plasma Source
.
In a novel use of a decoupled plasma system (DPS), polymer samples were exposed

to an energetic oxygen discharge in order to modify the local surface properties of
poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) samples. Samples were placed at differing distances
(13 cm and 20 cm) from the center of the discharge coil to assess the change in
interaction between the sample and the DPS discharge resulting from an increase in
sample distance from the center of the discharge coil. Radio frequency discharge
generated at 13.56 MHz was used to modify the surface of 200 mm samples. The
discharge was generated in a pure oxygen atmosphere at varying pressures of 100, 300,
500, and 1000 mtorr at applied power levels of 250, 500, 750, and 1000 watts.
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES), used as a diagnostic tool, allowed non-invasive
monitoring of spectra enabling the characterization of the interaction between the oxygen
discharge and the samples during processing. Spectra were acquired between 250 nm and
900 nm. The spectra showed increased overall intensity related to the increase in power.
Additionally, the spectra showed a decrease in intensity at pressures above 300 mtorr
attributable to increased recombination of oxygen. Increased intensities of CO, OH and
atomic OI, andHα , as well as a continuum attributed to chemiluminescent recombination
of CO+ , were also seen as applied power levels increased.
Surface energy (γ) of the PET samples was monitored using the sessile drop method
equating the change in the contact angle to the degree of change in the surface energy of
the sample as a result of processing. The samples showed a reduction in contact angle of
ii

48 degrees, indicating a change from the initial hydrophobic (78◦ ) to an average value of
30◦ after processing. Additionally, visible changes were seen in the samples ranging from
a light roughening of the surfaces at lower applied power levels to distortion and melting
of the samples at applied power levels of 750 and 1000 watts.

iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Glow Discharges
The use of a glow discharge to modify engineering materials in manufacturing

processes is not new. The ability of glow discharges to modify the chemical qualities of a
sample surface is well known. 1,2 Industrial processes have used glow discharges and
related treatments (flames and corona discharges) as methods for secondary processing of
sheet and other forms of plastics for many years. 3,4 Wider application of glow discharges
include adhesion enhancement through surface modification, 1,5,6 sterilization of sealed
packages, 7,8 processing of metals, 9 boundary layer flow control, 10 and reforming of
methane (CH4 ) gas. 11 Consumer and automotive-related products are manufactured
using batch processing of plastic parts in glow discharges as a means of enhancing the
adhesion of paint and printed decoration. 12–14

1.2

Use of Plastics
The development of new engineered polymer materials has allowed major changes in

the design and manufacture of consumer products. The ability of plastics to be molded
into shapes and finishes never before available has led to the utilization of these materials
in an increasingly wider number of devices and products ranging from plastic
blow-molded automobile parts (bumper supports and covers) to grocery bags and
containers for liquids and creams; plastic artifacts have become ubiquitous. Each of these
1

product examples, as well as others, requires, or benefits from, secondary processing to
enhance or modify the material qualities, to cleaning the product after manufacturing.
Glow discharges are able to perform these modifications through the interaction of
energetic electrons, neutrals, and ions with the surface atoms and molecules of plastic
products. Functionalization of the surface, i.e., leaving remains of the process gas and
fragments of the sputtered plastic attached to the surface, as well as increasing the
roughness of the surface through sputtering or etching away the plastic surface, are the
most often used methods of enhancing the ability of adhesives, printing, painting, and
other decoration to adhere to the modified surfaces. 1,5,6 Discharges are additionally used
for cleaning mold release and other contaminants from molded parts as well as the
sterilization, by inactivation of bacteria, of sealed and unsealed packages. 7,8 Surface
enhancement technology has advanced from early techniques involving flame treatment
and abrasive blasting, although adequate to create changes in the macro structure of
processed materials, to glow discharge processes able to modify the micro structure of
materials. 15–17

1.3

Secondary Processing
Low pressure glow discharges are able to modify material properties at the atomic

and molecular level. Exposure of the material surface to active species in the process
atmosphere allow interaction between the process and material at an atomic level.
Functionalization of the material surface permits controlled local tailoring of the chemical
properties of the surface without modifying the bulk properties of the part. The control
of energetic particle interaction with the material surface by controlling input power,
pressure, and process atmosphere enables these processing methods to act with a degree
of control not available with more traditional methods. Perhaps most important is the
ability to modify materials with minimal heat addition to the process. Traditional, non
plasma, secondary processes add significant amounts of heat to the workpiece, 18 creating
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the need for heat control and protection schemes not required by glow discharge
processing. An investigation into the ability of processes and tools developed for use in
the semiconductor industry, where production quality and quantity are equally
important, re-purposed for use in modification of polymer products, would bring an
increased knowledge of surface processing of plastics.
This dissertation examines the question: can an inductive decoupled plasma
discharge (DPS) processing system process poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) polymer
samples in a more efficient manner that can justify or recommend the use of the DPS
style of system as a production processing system for the modification of polymer surface
qualities? Others researchers have studied the behavior of PET exposed to a glow
discharge in both capacitive 19–21 and inductive 2,22,23 RF discharges but the use of an
inductive DPS system specifically for the modification of the surface qualities of PET
polymer has not been widely studied. The differences between these systems will be
discussed in Chapter 2.
This research study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a survey of published
research literature, industry white papers, patents, and presentations organized by the
major types of glow discharges currently used for materials processing in industry:
capacitive discharge, dielectric barrier discharge, and inductive discharges. Comparison
and examination of these various processing methods will provide accepted diagnostic
methods and procedures as possible candidates for use in this work. Examination of the
data collection techniques used by other researchers will enable the frugal choice of
setpoints and procedures. The results of other studies will enable the contextual
placement of this work within the wider scope of related research.
Chapter 3 outlines the experimental design used in this study. A description of the
chamber, vacuum system, radio frequency (RF) power supply, matching of the loads for
maximum power delivery, and modifications to the chamber will be discussed. The major
diagnostics such as material diagnostics and optical emission spectroscopy (OES) will
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also be presented.
Chapter 4 presents the data gathered during the processing steps. The data will be
organized to first present a summary of preliminary work that led to the present study, a
comparison of the changes found based on the use of inductive discharge processing, and
an enumeration of new findings.
Chapter 5 consists of the experimental results compared to previous studies and
summarizes the conclusions reached as a consequence of the research. Future work
possibilities will also be discussed.
The appendices present supporting data and collections of data too large for
inclusion in the body of the study. Appendix A contains contact angle plots showing the
measured contact angles of the treated samples plotted with reference to the average
value derived in Chapter 3. Appendix B contains video stills of the interface between the
sample surface and the test fluid used to calculate the sessile drop contact angle testing
results. Appendix C contains optical emission spectra for each of the processing runs
using the inductive decoupled plasma system (DPS) acquired with the sample 20 cm
distant from the center of the discharge (Far). Appendix D contains optical emission
spectra for each of the processing runs (Near) using the inductive decoupled plasma
system (DPS) acquired with the sample 13 cm from the center of the discharge. Finally,
Appendix E contains the text of the ASTM-2855 Testing standard as well as data sheets
for the testing pens used for initial characterization of polymer materials at incoming
inspection (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Overview
The semiconductor industry introduced capacitively coupled discharges into the

manufacturing processes of integrated circuits in the 1960s because previous methods
using wet chemicals like HF did not give the desired result. The use of capacitive
discharges for processing was the mainstay of the semiconductor industry from the
mid-1970s to the late 1990s. Ongoing research targeted the improvement of special
manufacturing processes for the etching of silicon devices as well as development of more
efficient processing tools. 24,25 In the 1990s, inductively coupled plasma discharge (ICP)
systems were scaled up to manufacturing size to ameliorate problems that developed with
capacitive systems, in particular the non-uniformity of processing that resulted as the
electrodes were made larger in order to process the larger wafer size introduced to
increase production output. 26,27 ICP systems showed a processing advantage over
capacitive systems due to the increase in density and uniformity of the discharge, a widely
studied topic. 24,26–29 ICP systems from the LAM 9400 planar system (1992) and the
Applied Materials Omega series inductive solenoid system (1993) were widely adopted as
the primary styles of processing system used by semiconductor manufacturers. 26,28 The
increased density and uniformity of these discharges suited them for uses in other
manufacturing processes formerly served by the less dense capacitive discharges. 26,28
Divisions in processing discharges emerged, shown in Table 2.1, each serving to fill a
5

broad processing need. Note that Te stands for electron temperature and Ti stands for
ion and atom temperature; Ti is always much less than Te in these types of discharge.
Table 2.1: Non-thermal plasma discharges used in materials processing.
Discharge type
Inductive
Decoupled Plasma Source
Capacitive
Dielectric Barrier

Electron
Pressure
Density(cm−3 ) Te (eV)
1 mtorr - 2 torr
1011 − 1013
0.1 – 5
1 mtorr - 2 torr
1013 − 1014
0.1 – 5
8
10
1 mtorr - 2 torr
10 − 10
0.1 – 5
14
15
≈ 760 torr
10 − 10
0.1 – 5

Te to Ti
Ti << Te
Ti << Te
Ti << Te
Ti << Te

Most discharges used in surface modification are produced using a radio frequency
(RF) generator at 13.56 MHz although additional frequencies are sometimes used for
special applications. 27,30 The two main types of RF processing discharges (Table 2.1) are
capacitive and inductive systems. Capacitively coupled discharges transfer the energy
carried by RF fields to a gaseous system where a small population of electrons (due to
their small mass and relatively large charge) gain enough energy to escape the hold of the
atom (ionize) and randomly excite nearby atoms/electrons as they move toward the
positive electrode. Once enough of the population is ionized, a cascade of electrons and
ions are produced and breakdown is achieved. 31 The discharge begins to glow, while
showing a decrease in electrical resistance due to the increase in the number of created
ions and electrons; the glow and decrease in electrical resistance of the system is an
indication of a plasma state. The degree of ionization of these types of discharges is
extremely small, approximately

1
10,000

of total atoms are ionized. Any RF discharge

operating at a frequency above 1 MHz will create a sheath area between the bulk plasma
and the power electrodes (anode and cathode). The sheath accelerates the electrons and
ions increasing collisions with the materials to be processed. The basic mechanisms of
plasma discharges have been widely discussed by Chen, 30 Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 27
and others. 32–34
Inductively coupled discharges transfer energy from the RF generator to the
discharge through the interaction between the changing field of the RF coil and the
6

electrons of the process gas in the chamber. The combination of the coil and the
discharge act as a transformer with the physical coil serving as the primary winding and
the plasma as a single turn secondary winding 26,35 interacting according to Faraday’s law:
~
~ = − δB
~ E
where the magnetic flux generated by the time-varying current in the coil
∇x
δt

induces a varying electrical field in the discharge that accelerates the electrons and
sustains the discharge as described by Keller, 26 Godyak, 35 Hopwood, 28 and others. 27,33,36
The decoupled plasma discharge is a refinement of the inductively coupled discharge
in that the electron density is controlled by a high frequency rf source applied to the
inductive coil, as described above, while control of the ion energy is separated
(decoupled) from the inductive source and driven by lower frequency rf energy applied to
the chuck or substrate holder. Separation of electron density from ion energy allows for
independent control of both the electron density and the ion energy. 27,33,37
Non-thermal processing discharges generate lower electron densities (< 1015 cm−3 ) at
processing (electron) temperatures of 0.1 to 5.0 eV , at much lower pressures (less than 2
torr), and with a power input of 10 to 1000 watts, substantially less than the
requirements for a thermal plasma. 15,38,39 Electron temperatures (Te ) are much greater
than the ion temperatures (Ti ), resulting in a discharge that is not in thermal equilibrium
(Ti << Te ). Low pressure discharges are used for materials processing as a gentle method
for modification of sensitive materials; however, the reduced pressure required by these
processes (1 mtorr - 2 torr) limits their use to materials that are able to withstand
processing in a vacuum. 26 Large or bulky units requiring surface modification before
painting or removal of mold release from molded plastic parts (automobile bumpers,
plastic tanks or tubs) as well as high-value items (integrated circuit dies/wafers) that
require the removal of photolithographic masks or cleaning between process steps are
often batch processed using these non-thermal discharges. 19,40–42
Many of these secondary processes employ dielectric barrier discharges. The
dielectric barrier discharge plasma (DBD) is formed between parallel, dielectric covered
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surfaces at atmospheric pressure (760 torr) if sufficient energy is supplied to maintain the
process. DBD is a low temperature, high density plasma and is attractive for use in
treatment processes where the process product cannot survive exposure to vacuum or
where processing in a vacuum would be impractical. DBD is often used in the treatment
of dielectric sheet goods (plastic films, paper goods, and fabrics) as it is well adapted to
inclusion in the manufacturing process as an in-line processing step. 43–49 Although
researchers 50 have also examined the ability of this process to inactivate both E. coli
bacterium on surfaces and P. phosphoreum, L. sakei and L. monocytogenes in sealed
containers to increase shelf life in packaged seafood, the bulk of DBD research examined
here is concerned with surface modification of polymer materials. 46,48,51–53

2.2

Polymers
Polymers, such as poly(ethylene terepthalate), polyester, polyurethane,

polycarbonate, and polyamide (nylon), are all products of condensation polymerization
reactions. In condensation polymerization the reaction between multiple molecular
compounds create the required monomer. Poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET), is the
result of the condensation polymerization of terepthalic acid (C6 H4 (COOH)2 ) and
ethylene glycol (C2 H6 O2 ). The reaction of the alcohol and the acid serves to join the two
into a monomer (n) of PET as shown in Figure 2.1. In this reaction, a molecule of water
(H2 O) is squeezed out, leaving an available acid (HO) and alcohol (OH) molecule on
either end of the polymer chain available for further reaction. Unlike some condensation
reactions, 3 the PET reaction begins with a condensation reaction that creates the
monomer, shown in Figure 2.2, followed by an additive reaction that joins and lengthens
the polymer chains until all of the reactive material is consumed.
In a thermo plastic polymer, the molecular chains, shown in Figure 2.2, lie side by
side without any connection between the individual strands; these polymers can be
formed and reformed after an addition of energy raises the temperature above the glass
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Figure 2.1: Condensation reaction between terepthalic acid (C6 H4 (COOH)2 ) and ethylene
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Figure 2.3: Polymer chain formed by addition polymerization reaction
creates larger molecules with higher weight and a transition temperature (Tg ) generally
above the temperature required to cause chemical decomposition of the polymer.
Thermoset plastics, as a rule, are not able to be reformed (by the application of heat) in
the same manner as thermoplastics and are generally recycled by grinding and reuse as
filler in reformulated compounds, 38 although other methods of recycling such as pyrolysis
using fluidized bed reactors 54 and glycosis (depolymerization) to recover the original
bis(hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET) monomer for re-polymerization 55 are current
topics of research. 15,38,39,56

2.3

Plasma processing of plastics
The increased use of plasmas for processes not solely engaged with the preparation

for or creation of features on silicon wafers 57,58 signaled a beginning of the expansion of
plasma processing into other areas of the semiconductor manufacturing process and
ultimately into the processing of materials other than semiconductors. 15,16,24,34,59 United
States patents filed in the 1980s by Polak of UOP 60 and Heinecke of Standard Telephone
& Cables 61 show the early use of a discharge for the secondary processing of plastics
products. Prior to this time (1969), a patent filed by Keane and Lough of E. I. du Pont
de Nemours 62 detailed chemical washes and flame treatments used to prepare the surface
of plastic items for metal plating. Increased use of discharges for the processing of
polymers is evidenced by numerous papers and articles discussing the use of inductive
plasmas in materials processing in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 24,28,63–65 Berins, 3 in
the Plastics Engineering Handbook of The Society of Plastics Engineers, discusses
finishing processes common in the early 1990s. Secondary processing of polymers was
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common practice but used abrasives for some surface conditioning and plasma processing
was only mentioned as an item of minor interest. The Polak patent of 1982 60
accomplished the same levels of surface preparation described by Berins, 3 using a plasma
discharge, illustrating the possibility of replacing older methods of surface modification
with the use of plasma discharges. By the end of the 1990s, plasma discharges were being
used in numerous materials processes including the modification of surfaces of polymer
materials. 16,39,47,61,63,66–71 In two succeeding editions of the textbook Manufacturing
Engineering and Technology, Kalpakjian and Schmid 18,72 survey the processes used by
the manufacturing industry. It is significant to note that between the 5th (2006) and 6th
(2010) edition, the chapter on micromachining and fabrication of microelectric devices
was expanded to include discussions of plasma etching and other energetic discharge
enhanced advanced processes. This addition to a general educational text indicates the
growing importance discharge processes hold as basic methods to be used by engineers
and technologists trained today.
Plasma discharges are used for many purposes, but here we are concerned with the
uses of these systems for processing of polymers and other materials, specifically
poly(ethyleneterepthalate) (PET), with the goal of local modification of material
properties. Local modification of surface qualities of polymers is of interest to secondary
processes such as printing, 73–75 adhesive bonding, 1,68,76 painting 17,77 and coating of
plastics 71,78,79 while PET, as discussed in Section 2.2, and is widely used in many
products created or finished using these processes.
An experimental chamber and RF generators were donated to Eastern Michigan
University by Advanced Energy, Inc., of Colorado and Applied Materials, Inc., of
California. The equipment was modified in order to investigate changes in the surface
energy of poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) polymer samples, as representative of
materials used in many secondary processed artifacts, processed in a low electron density
non-thermal discharge. Initially configured as a capacitively coupled system, the
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operation of the chamber configuration and results of processing diagnostics were
reported in earlier works 20,21 and are briefly reviewed in Chapter 4. A description of the
experimental configurations examined in this dissertation will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The original design intent of the donated plasma chamber system was as a prototype
of the Applied Materials Centura

R

photomask etch system, a decoupled plasma system

(DPS), developed for etching of features smaller than 0.13 µm into silicon based wafers
used in semiconductor manufacture. 37 The primary use of this configuration, however,
was the removal (ashing) of photoresist coatings by exposure to a dense, energetic oxygen
discharge, 80 a common use in the semiconductor industry for systems of this
type. 26,33,81–84 Huang et al. 37 characterized the performance of two similar systems over
time (1 month of industrial use) and reported that the DPS chamber (original
configuration) showed stable and reproducible results for commercially significant etching
processes such as etch rate, selectivity, and uniformity. Ma et al., 85 in investigations of
another similar system, also reported increased density and stable performance over
processing times investigated. Cunge et al. 86 reported a density of 1013 cm−3 at a
temperature of 3 eV and pressure of 10 mtorr while using both a LAM system and an
Applied Materials DPS system comparable to the original configuration of the system
donated to Eastern Michigan University.
The restoration of the processing chamber to the original DPS configuration was
undertaken in order to increase the density of the processing discharge beyond the
densities achievable with the capacitive non-thermal discharge configuration used for
previous investigations. 20,21 Preliminary experiments with this system showed that
modification of the surface of a poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) sample processed in
an capacitive oxygen discharge 20,21 at varying pressures and times resulted in an overall
reduction of the contact angle of the sample(40 − 50%), indicating an increase in the
wettability of the polymer sample, thus enabling easier subsequent processing. Similar
results using a capacitive system were reported by Vassallo et al., 87 Ignaki et al., 88 and
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others. 4,89,90 Vujovsevic et al. 91 and Vesel et al., 92 however, reported a larger decrease in
the contact angle (≈ 60 − 70%) of samples processed in an inductive post glow discharge
having a density of 1013 cm−3 , 84 much larger than in the previous work.
Non-thermal capacitive and inductive discharges are widely used as methods for
secondary processing of polymer and other materials. While many studies investigate the
uses of both capacitive and inductive discharges as a preparation step used to increase
surface energy before printing, painting, coating, or gluing, the use of a DPS system for
the modification of polymer surfaces has not been found in the literature. Although
researchers have examined the behavior of the DPS discharge with regard to production
etching of SiO2 , 86,93 including damage caused to etched devices as a result of charge
build-up during processing 85,94 and extended investigations of a similar domed inductive
discharge by Tuszewski and others 95–100 examining stability and behavior of DPS
discharges generated primarily in an Ar/SF6 process atmosphere, none have studied
plasma surface modification. Other than a discussion of the prototype system being used
as a photoresist removal tool, 80 a process related to polymer modification, no prior
investigations have examined the use of a DPS system specifically to modify the surface
qualities of polymeric materials. The increased electron density (1013 cm−3 ) reported and
confirmed by Cunge et al., 86 as well as the uniformity of discharge and increased etch
rate achievable by the DPS style of commercial processing tool as reported by Huang et
al., 37 and Ma et al., 85 indicate the possibility of using a decoupled plasma discharge
(DPS), with a more uniform, higher density discharge than capacitive and RF discharges,
for secondary processing of appropriate materials. It is proposed that the exposure of
polymer PET samples to the increased density and uniformity of the DPS discharge will
lead to increased etch rates across the sample surface, resulting in reduced processing
time and more uniform treatment, which would be advantageous in industrial
applications generally associated with plasma processing of polymers.
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2.4

Summary
The use of plasma discharges to modify polymers and other materials is widespread

across industry today. Originally developed as process tools for device production in the
semiconductor industry, improvement and extension of the special properties of these
discharges have enabled the creation of smaller feature sizes, allowed the minimization of
damage to the substrates, and enabled increased output. Research into uses beyond
semiconductor processing has led to improved methods of processing glass, 101 metal, and
ceramic 70 materials as well as additional advanced procedures for processing of
polymers. 17,102,103
The polymer of interest in this dissertation is a polymer formed by condensation
polymerization of terepthalic acid (C6 H4 (COOH)2 ) and ethylene glycol (C2 H6 O2 );
poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET). PET is widely used in consumer goods such as
polyester yarn or fabric, electronics (electrical insulation and dielectric in capacitors), and
printed materials usually of short life duration although the biaxially stabilized form of
the polymer is often used for archival storage of physical engineering documentation and
other general plastic uses. The biaxially stabilized form of PET (Mylar film) was used in
the experiments reported here.
Certain methods and approaches have become standard or associated with certain
areas of secondary processing of plastics. The increased capability of these processes to
modify polymer surfaces as a result of the increased electron density of the discharges has
found many applications in materials processing. Capacitive discharges with their lower
electron density and low temperatures are still used for material processing as described
by Vassallo et al. 19 and others, 4,89 while inductive discharges with their higher density
and low electron temperatures are able to apply a high electron density discharge to the
material surface for modification of more sensitive materials. The dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD) is widely used in the commercial processing of sheet goods (fabrics,
paper, and plastics) as described by Borcia et al. 51,104,105 and others, 43–49 as well as
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sterilization. 50 Secondary processing of polymers using plasma procedures and equipment
originally developed for the semiconductor industry shows that the use of energetic
discharges has grown beyond the limited uses mentioned by Berins 3 to encompass a wide
range of processing requirements including both DC and AC (RF) driven discharges as
well as varying process pressures ranging from low pressure to multiple atmospheric
pressures depending on the “robustness” of the materials to be processed.
Previous investigations in agreement with other researchers have shown that an
energetic capacitive discharge can modify the surface of a polymer sample by
functionalization of the surface and by physical etching the surface of amorphous
poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) samples. The application of the inductive DPS
discharge to the processing of PET samples will show, for the first time, the increased
ability of the discharge to modify the surface of polymer samples due to the increased
electron density of the discharge.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Design

3.1

Introduction
Three sets of experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of an energetic

plasma discharge on poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) sample surfaces. The first
involved an RF capacitively coupled discharge (CCP), and the second and third, an
inductively coupled RF system known as a decoupled plasma system (DPS). The main
diagnostic used during processing was optical emission spectroscopy.
In the first experiment, the polymer samples were placed on the powered electrode
of the CCP and exposed to the oxygen discharge at a fixed pressure, gas flow, power, and
time intervals. In the second experiment, the polymer samples were placed on the
isolated electrode of the DPS and exposed to the oxygen discharge at fixed pressure, gas
flow, power, and time intervals at a distance of 20 cm from the center of the coil. In the
third experiment, the polymer samples were again placed on the isolated electrode of the
ICP and exposed to the oxygen discharge at fixed pressure, gas flow, power, and time
intervals at a distance of 13 cm from the center of the coil. After treatment, in all
experiments, the treated samples were removed from the chamber and examined for
changes to the surface. Optical measurements of contact angle and surface energy as well
as visual inspection were used to determine the degree of change in the surface of the
samples after processing. Note that the discharge produced in the coil extended all the
way to the grounded electrode.
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3.2

Experimental Design
The EMU capacitive discharge processing system, shown in Figure 3.1, consisted of

a rectangular machined aluminum main chamber, 40 cm by 20 cm by 18 cm, with access
ports for KF bulkhead fittings on 3 sides, two removable top plates with additional access
ports, and a transparent loading/unloading door in the front side of the chamber. A
hard-anodized black coating serves to protect the aluminum chamber from damage as
well as create an insulating surface coating. Process gases were fed into the reactor

Figure 3.1: EMU processing chamber showing the capacitive glow discharge.(CCP)
through a manifold system consisting of the process gas supply (gas bottle), MKS mass
flow controller modules controlled by an MKS Model 305 gas controller, and an MKS
PDR-2000 baratron pressure sensor fed into the top of the process chamber through an
additional in-line shut-off valve as shown in the system schematic in Figure 3.2.
Closed-loop feedback from the baratron gauge allowed the MKS 305 controller to
maintain the set point pressure in the process chamber to regulate the gas flow volume. A
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Lesker Model PDR-900 pirani gauge and a Varian P-CC2C pressure gauge in the chamber
were monitored by separate controllers. The system vacuum was generated by a Varian
Model D70V Turbo pump backed by a Varian Model MKX roughing pump in the foreline.
A pneumatically controlled VAT Model 64 gate valve allowed the process chamber to
operate in either a closed (static pressure/stirred tank) regime or in a throttled flow
mode. An additional Lesker 925C pirani gauge monitored the foreline pressure.

Figure 3.2: Experimental layout of the capacitive discharge system (CCP).
Radio frequency (RF) energy was supplied by a 5kW, water-cooled ENI Genesis RF
Generator, model GHW-50, operating at a fixed frequency of 13.56 MHz. This style of
generator is widely used in RF discharge research because of its similarity to those used
in industrial processing systems. 106 The output of the GHW-50 was an RF wave of a
fixed frequency (13.56 MHz) with a variable power output between zero and 3000 watts.
The generator system presented a 50 ohm impedance at the output. The matching
network, shown in Figure 3.3, is an Advanced Energy Navigator 7013-L90 (L90). The
L90 matching unit is an L-type match consisting of a series (C1) and shunt (C2) variable
vacuum capacitor, a fixed value high power inductor (L1), and required interface and
18

control hardware.

INPUT

C1
500-1000pf

J1

LOAD

L1
1.380uH

J2

C2
500-1000pf

GND

(a) Navigator L90

(b) Device schematic

Figure 3.3: Advanced Energy Navigator 7013-L90 (L90) matching network showing (a)
operating power input and I/O network connections. (b) Schematic diagram showing
matching network components.

The matching unit was connected to the chamber electrode/coil using 2.0-inch wide
flat copper strap to take advantage of the skin effect of RF at higher frequencies and to
introduce as little stray reactance as possible. 107,108 The Navigator unit was operated in
automatic matching mode but can also be configured to allow on-line manual
adjustments of the process in real time, using the supplied Virtual Front Panel (VFP)
proprietary software. Many components of the experimental apparatus shown in Figure
3.2 were donated by Applied Materials of San Jose, CA, and Advanced Energy Industries,
Inc., of Fort Collins, CO.
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3.3

RF Power system
A plasma processing system, used in a production setting, functions best or most

efficiently when as large a portion as possible of the generated power is delivered to the
load, i.e. discharge chamber. The maximum power theorem can be applied to ensure the
transfer of maximum power to the processing chamber. It is described by Orfanidis,
Pozar, and others 109–113 as the matching of the generator impedance ZG to the complex
conjugate (Z ∗ D ) of the discharge impedance ZD where the resistive portions are equal
and the reactive portions are equal in magnitude but of opposite sign, as shown in
Equations (3.1) and (3.2).

ZS = Z ∗ D

(3.1)

ZS = R ± jX = Z ∗ D = R ± jX

where:
ZS = Impedance of the source
Z ∗ D = Impedance of the discharge (complex conjugate)
Power not delivered to the load is converted into heating losses, which can degrade
components in the system and cause unexpected processing results. Once a match
between the generator and the load is achieved, the maximum power theorem (3.1) is
satisfied and the power from the generator can be efficiently used by the processing
chamber.
The impedance of an AC circuit is determined by the relationship between
resistance, reactance, and frequency. 111,114 Impedance, a complex quantity, consists of
two components, one resistive and one reactive, as shown in equation 3.2

Z = R ± jX
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(3.2)

where R is the resistive portion and is real resistance that does not change with
frequency, j is the imaginary operator, and X is the reactance, or that portion associated
with inductance or capacitance and changes with the frequency. In order to match the
impedance from the source, ZS , to the impedance of the process discharge, ZD ,
combinations of resistances and reactances are selected to cancel the difference in
impedance between the two. The impedance of the chamber can be described as a
lumped complex impedance consisting of resistive (RD ) and reactive (jXD )
elements (3.2) as shown in Figure 3.4. 27,115–118

Figure 3.4: Lumped impedance of a capacitive discharge showing resistive and reactive
components of the complex impedance.27
The initial impedance of the discharge is high since the unlit capacitive chamber is
both an open circuit, with infinite resistance (RD ), as well as a completely reactive (jXD )
load. An initial impedance of a chamber of this type, neglecting stray capacitance, can
be calculated by finding the reactance of the chamber using (3.3) and (3.4). The
expected capacitive reactance, XC , of the Eastern Michigan University chamber
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calculated from the standard definition found in References 111,114,119 was:

XC =
=

1
2πf C

(3.3)

1
2π × 13.56 MHz × 3.5 × 10−12 F

= 298.5 Ω

when:

C = r 0

A
d

(3.4)

= 1 × 8.854 × 10−12 F/m ×

0.01 m2
0.0254 m

= 3.5 × 10−12 F

where:
f = generator frequency, Hz
C = capacitance in farads, F
A = area of overlap of the two plates measured in square meters (0.01) m2 .
r = dielectric constant of the material between the plates (1.00059 for air),
o = permittivity of free space o = 8.854x10−12 F/m
d = separation between the plates, measured in meters (1.0 inch=0.0254 m)
Equation (3.3) yields the reactive component of the chamber impedance of 298.5
ohms. In this example, the impedance is completely capacitive. The resistive portion will
be extremely high (open circuit) until breakdown is achieved. Once the discharge is
ignited, the matching network serves to balance the complex conjugate to the changing
parameters of the plasma.
As an analytic example, an initial load impedance of ZD = 10 − j30 Ω, reported by
Ritchey 107 and Advanced Energy 120 as a reasonable beginning estimate for the
impedance of a capacitive discharge, can be matched by using one of the methods
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outlined by Pozar, 110 Orfanidis, 109 and others. 36,116,121 The two possible arrangements of
components in a two-node matching network are shown in Figure 3.5. Case 1 shows the
shunt component of the network nearest the load impedance, and Case 2 shows the series
component nearest the discharge impedance. Case 1 is used if the RD > ZG , and Case 2
is used if RD < ZG . Since ZG = RD ± jXD (from the generator) and is equal to 50 ± j0,
while ZD is equal to 10 ± j30, (10 Ω) is smaller than (50 Ω), so Case 2 applies.

jX

jX

ZG

jB

ZD

ZG

Case 1

jB

ZD

Case 2

Figure 3.5: Case 1 and 2 matching networks illustrating the arrangements of reactance
used with (3.5) and (3.6) to calculate components required for impedance match.109,110
This method of calculating the complex conjugate (Z ∗ D ) of the discharge impedance
ZD involves a simple relation of XD , RD , ZG , and the calculated value for the
susceptance (B) as shown in Equation 3.5 and 3.6 from Orfanidis 109 where:
p
B = XD ±

RD /ZG

p
2
2
RD
+ XD
− ZG RD
2
2
RD + XD

(3.5)

= 1.383 S
and
X=

1
XD ZG
ZG
+
−
B
RD
BRD

where:
XD = reactive component of the discharge (30 Ω)
RD = resistive component of the discharge (assumed 50 Ω)
B=Susceptance (Siemens)
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(3.6)

ZG = generator impedance (50 Ω)
Once the susceptance (B) and reactance (X) are found, the values of the physical
components required to represent (jB) and (jX), required to match the target
impedance, can be calculated using Equations 3.7 and 3.8. 114
Calculations (3.7) and (3.8) yield physical component values for both the shunt
inductor (L) and for the series capacitor (C ) required to match the generator impedance
ZG to the target discharge impedance, ZD .

C=

1
2πf jX

(3.7)

= 324.7 pF

L = 2πf jB

(3.8)

= 293.2 nH
where:
jX=capacitive reactance
jB=inductive reactance
f =13.56 MHz
Substituting these values back into the Case 2 diagram, re-drawn in Figure 3.6,
shows the physical components and values required to match ZG = 50 + j0 Ω to
ZD = 10 − j30 Ω and fulfill the requirements for maximum power transfer (3.1). This
analytic approach, however, is suited only to a single-point, fixed impedance. 109,110
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of matching network showing calculated values substituted into
original two-node network.
Matching a changing process requires a more robust solution. A properly configured
variable matching network uses continuously variable capacitive and inductive reactances,
within component limits, to discover the complex conjugate (Z ∗ D ) of the discharge
impedance ZD based on feedback from the process, as the discharge parameters change
during processing. This automated approach, as implemented in the L90 matching
network, greatly extends the capabilities of the match beyond the single point matching
discussed earlier (page 24). The use of an automated approach enables the unit to find a
successive number of possible matches that fall anywhere within the area bounded by the
minimum and maximum values of the reactive components. The initial measured
impedance value (10 − j30 Ω) of the discharge (Z D ) is shown plotted in Figure 3.7a, as a
plot of real versus imaginary components of the discharge impedance ZD (page 24). The
same impedance value is shown in Figure 3.7b plotted on an admittance Smith Chart
outlining the same limits of the automatically tuned reactances. 120 The location on the
charts of the impedance value within the limits of the matching area indicated the ability
of the L90 unit to create a complex conjugate required to enable the unity match of the
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chamber and the generator. The difference in hardware realization and control, and the
extension of the tuning range due to the addition of variable reactances, enhances the
ability of the network to match the load to the source although the method is
fundamentally the same as discussed in (3.5) and (3.6).
The Smith Chart, although developed in the 1930s, is a tool that is still appropriate
for use in RF plasma processing. Use of the chart allows a quick determination of a
starting point about which the match can be adjusted as the process conditions change.
The availability of Smith chart application software allows the wider use of this tool. The
application used in this experiment was LLSmith software. 122 The Smith chart is a
graphical format tool constructed to enable the relation of impedance, admittance,
reactance, and resistance. The Smith chart consists of circles of constant resistance (RD )
and circles of constant reactance (XD ) that enable the manipulation of the same
quantities used in the earlier analytic solution, but allow a graphical interaction with

(a) Real versus Imaginary plane

(b) Admittance Smith Chart

Figure 3.7: Navigator L90 tuning range showing chamber impedance (ZD ) of capacitively
coupled discharge (circle) located on, a) a plot of tuning range showing real versus
imaginary axes and, b) tunable range plotted on admittance Smith Chart. Blank charts
are taken from Navigator L-90 Manual.122
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these quantities to show “real-time” modification of the matching parameters. 113,123
Plotting the complex impedance (from page 23) as shown in Figure 3.8 at point a locates
the load impedance on the chart. Working from the load (ZD ) toward the generator
(ZG ), the addition of a shunt inductance moves the inductance point clockwise along the
constant reactance circle, above the r-axis to the intersection of the +j20 admittance
circle at point b. The addition of a series capacitive reactance moves the point clockwise
along the 50 Ω constant resistance circle to the generator match point, 50+j0 Ω at
point c. A comparison of the final component values required to create the complex
conjugate (Z ∗ D ) of the discharge impedance ZD using the analytical and Smith chart
methods is shown in Table 3.1. Physical component values required to match the
discharge impedance ZD , calculated by using the Smith chart application and
comparable values calculated using the analytic method, (3.7) and (3.8), were found to
be in good agreement. The addition of the Smith chart as a processing tool allows the
examination of additional solutions to the matching problem.
Table 3.1: Comparison of component values used to calculate the complex conjugate
(Z ∗ D ) of the discharge impedance ZD using both analytic and graphical (Smith chart)
methods.

Analytic
Smith

Generator
ZG
R G XG
50+j0 50
0
50+j0 50
0

Load
ZD
RD
10-j30 10
10-j30 10
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XD
-30
-30

Reactance
Capacitive Inductive
324.74 pF 293.21 nH
324.73 pF 293.81 nH
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Figure 3.8: Smith chart showing a) Normalized complex impedance value of processing chamber (ZD ), b) Cancellation of initial
capacitive reactance, c) Cancellation of remaining reactance and adjustment of resistance to 50 + j0Ω. Chart plotted using
LLSmith software application.122

3.4

Decoupled Plasma Source (DPS)
In order to provide plasma with a higher electron density (1012 cm−3 vs. 1010 cm−3 )

for improved sample processing, the Eastern Michigan University system was modified to
change the process reactor from a capacitively coupled plasma discharge (CCP) system
to a decoupled plasma source (DPS) system. These changes, although related to work by
Miller et al. 124 and in a design reminiscent of the early LAM Systems ICP process
tools, 26 originated as an in-house experimental chamber built by Advanced Energy for
the removal of pattern photo resist from silicon wafers, 80 also known as ashing.

Figure 3.9: Experimental layout of the decoupled plasma source system (DPS).
The top electrode used in the DPS assembly (Figures 3.9, 3.11, and 3.12) consists of
a bell jar (9.0 inches in diameter by 4.5 inches high) with a four-turn coil wound around
the outside of the dome, comparable to the Applied Materials Omega series inductive
solenoid system, 26 and includes a process gas inlet upstream of the coil and direct
attachment of the matching network to the support structure. The coil was fabricated of
0.25 inch diameter copper tubing supported equally around the dielectric dome with
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fabricated delrin supports. The ends of the coil were connected to bulkhead mounted
coolant fittings in the supporting framework. Modifications to the power distribution
system included the mounting of a 2-inch wide silver plated copper power inlet strap on
the supporting structure.

Figure 3.10: Internal construction of inductive top plate assembly. Note the cooling
connections to the inductor and the copper straps used to deliver RF power.
Samples to be processed were placed on the isolated electrode at differing distances
from the center of the discharge as shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Samples processed in
the setup shown in Figure 3.11 were placed in the bulk discharge, 13 cm from the center
of the coil, while samples processed in the setup shown in Figure 3.12 were placed at a
location, 20 cm from the center of the coil. Design and integration of the water cooling
manifold consisted of opening the water cooling system previously used to cool the ENI
RF generator and inserting an additional manifold, shown in Figure 3.13a, to direct a
30

Figure 3.11: Sample placement in DPS reactor at a distance of 13 cm from the center of
the coil.

Figure 3.12: Sample placement in DPS reactor at a distance of 20 cm from the center of
the coil.
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portion of the cooling water through the newly added inductive coil and back into the
bulk flow of cooling water, as shown in Figure 3.13b.

(a) Manifold

(b) Cooling water diagram

Figure 3.13: Design and integration of the water cooling manifold consisted of: a) Design
and fabrication of an additional manifold. b) Modification of the water cooling system to
direct cooling water through manifold and inductive coil.
The system configuration allowed no direct optical access to the densest part of the
discharge, the center of the coil. An optical fiber bundle was placed in the line of sight of
the dense discharge by fabricating a ferrule mounting fixture that was attached to the bell
jar supporting structure. This optical line of sight was used to monitor the samples using
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) during processing of the poly(ethylene terepthalate)
(PET) samples. Location and attachment of the ferrule is shown in Figure 3.14.
Modification of the Navigator L-90 matching unit was required to compensate for
the increase in inductive reactance of the system created by the addition of the discharge
coil. Comparison of the capacitive chamber starting impedance (ZD ) to the initial
measured impedance of the inductive DPS chamber, shown in Table 3.2, illustrates the
change in system impedance from capacitive to inductive (−j to + j), and an increase in
system inductive reactance due to the addition of the coil used for generation of the
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Figure 3.14: Placement of optical fiber bundle in DPS System
discharge. The change in system impedance, from capacitive to inductive, was consistent
with behavior found by Miller et al. 124
Table 3.2: Comparison of impedance values between the planar electrode discharge and
the DPS coil discharge showing the change in the reactive component of the impedance
from capacitive to inductive.
chamber configuration ZD (ohms) R
X ZD mode
planar electrode
10 − j30 10 −j30 capacitive
DPS coil
10 + j50 10 +j50 inductive
A plot of the inductive DPS system impedance (ZD ), shown in Figures 3.15a and b,
illustrates the change in system impedance in a graphical format. The measured initial
impedance value (10 + j50 Ω) of the DPS discharge (Z D ) is shown in Figure 3.15a, as a
point on the chart of real versus imaginary components of the discharge impedance ZD
(page 24) that lie within the limits of the matching components used in the L-90
matching unit. The impedance value is also shown in Figure 3.15b as a point on an
admittance Smith Chart outlining the same limits of the possible reactances that can be
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automatically tuned. 120 The value of the new impedance (ZD ) is not within the
boundaries of the matchable area as outlined by the Navigator specifications 125 and
therefore cannot be matched by the L90 match unit in the present configuration.

10+j50
10+j50

10+j50

(a) Real versus Imaginary plane

(b) Admittance Smith Chart

Figure 3.15: Navigator L-90 tuning range showing chamber impedance (ZD ) of inductive
DPS discharge (circle) located on, a) Chart of real versus imaginary axes and, b) Tunable
range plotted on admittance Smith Chart. Blank charts are taken from Navigator L-90
Manual.125
The required reduction of system inductance was accomplished by removing the
standard inductor, as discussed in reference, 124 and replacing it with a 1-inch wide
silver-plated copper strap. The electrical change to the matching network is shown in
Figure 3.16. After completion of the chamber modifications, the DPS system was
prepared for a preliminary test processing run. The system was evacuated using the
vacuum management and sensor systems used previously and shown in Figure 3.2, to a
chamber pressure of 1.0 x 10−5 torr to establish the system base pressure. Oxygen gas
was streamed at 20-50 sccm and system pressure was raised from 3.0 x 10−3 torr and
maintained at 1.0 x 10−1 torr. A forward power of 250 watts was applied to the chamber
by the generator (ENI), and a reflected power of 0 watts was measured by the power
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(a) Unmodified L-90

(b) Modified L-90

Figure 3.16: Schematic of L-90 matching unit showing: a) Matching network as supplied
for use with a capacitive system and, b) Matching network as modified for use with the
inductive DPS system.
metering display in the generator, indicating an ideal match which remained stable
throughout the remainder of testing. System behaviors after the modifications were
consistent with those found by Miller et al. 124

3.5

Optical Diagnostics
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was used to monitor and identify atomic and

molecular species generated during processing. OES is a non-invasive method of
monitoring changes in the discharge during processing and can give real-time information
regarding the species generated during processing. 27,126 The species seen can also give
insights into the type of reaction between the discharge and the sample. The appearance
of atomic hydrogen (Hα ) at 656 nm indicated that the plastic was being broken down by
interaction with the discharge, freeing the hydrogen bound in the PET molecules. If
sputtering occurred, free carbon atoms would be released and observed in the discharge;
they were not. Two optical assemblies were required; a collimating field lens assembly
using a pair of 50 mm diameter, f/9 quartz lenses with a 14 inch focal length was
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constructed to image light from the center of the discharge onto the entrance slit of the
spectrometer as shown in Figure 3.11 while optical fiber was used to acquire light from
the center of the discharge and carry it to an Oriel 77612 collimator assembly that
imaged the light onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer, as shown in Figure 3.12. The
spectrometer was an Acton model 2300i, a Czerny-Turner configuration instrument with
an integrated photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector both supplied by Princeton
Instruments. The focal length of the 2300i is 300 mm and had a f/D ratio of f/4. The

Mirror

Mirror

Input Slit

Exit Slit

Photomultiplier Tube
Lens Assembly
Mirror

Mirror
Grating Turret

Figure 3.17: Diagram of the Acton 2300i monochromator (Czerny-Turner Style) showing
grating turret, PMT at output slit, and field lens assembly used with the Eastern Michigan
University chamber.
spectroscopic/optical configuration was sufficient to allow resolution of spectral features
as small as 0.7 nm, as measured from an isolated Ar line in a wavelength calibration
lamp. The resolution is defined to be the full width at half-maximum of an isolated
line. 127 Initial spectral scans were taken using the method outlined by Selwyn, 126 i.e., an
initial scan of the area of interest using a low rule number grating and increasing by
repetition to the highest ruling available in order to see finer and finer features.
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Real-time acquisition and display of spectral data was carried out using the supplied
SpectraSenseTM software. The software allowed the control of several parameters such as
integration time, PMT voltage, dark current subtraction, and timing of multiple scans.
The optical signal-to-noise ratio was determined by varying the input and output slit
width, sample integration time, and PMT voltage. Both the input and output slit widths
were set at 20 µm x 4.0 mm. The integration time was adjusted to optimize the signal to
noise ratio (largest number of counts that would not saturate the PMT detector) and was
finalized at 100 µs. The PMT voltage was set to 975 volts and was not changed
throughout the experiments. A background spectrum was automatically acquired before
each scan and used for dark current subtraction, allowing automatic removal of
temperature dependent and electronic noise generated in the PMT. The SpectraSenseTM
software also allowed off line display and processing of acquired spectra. Spectral line
identification was carried out using Spectrum Analyzer software. 128 This software allowed
the comparison of the acquired spectra to the NIST 129 spectral information databases.
Calibration and alignment of the optical system was required prior to the acquisition
of spectral data. Alignment of the optical path through the monochrometer assures that
the maximum signal can be acquired from the low light level of the oxygen discharge for
spectral characterization. Initial calibration of the scanning mechanism minimized
mechanical uncertainty in the wavelength scanning mechanism of the monochrometer to
ensure accurate identification of species produced by the discharge. Relative calibration
of intensity takes into account the individual wavelength responses of the items that
make up the optical system, such as the lenses, monochromator, quartz window, and
PMT, and allows the calculation of the system response as a function of wavelength
(R(λ)). The wavelength calibration gave an accurate comparison of intensities at different
wavelengths.
Alignment of the optical path was accomplished using a modification of the method
described by Sainz and Coleman. 130 A low power Helium-Neon laser was set at the optical
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center (XZ-axis) of the input slit of the monochromator. The beam was reflected through
the optical path of the monochromator (mirror 1, mirror 2, grating, mirror 3, mirror 4)
onto the exit slit at the center of the optical path. The vertical (Z-axis) alignment was
confirmed by measurement of the beam height above the common base plane at the
entrance and exit slit of the instrument. The components in the optical assembly were
adjusted into the optical centerline in the same manner as the initial alignment of the
monochromator. After alignment, the PMT was attached to the monochromator output,
the process chamber replaced, and the quartz access window centered on the optical axis.
Calibration of the instrument wavelength scale for accuracy across the spectrum was
accomplished by scanning across the range of the instrument using a calibration lamp as
the source. The output of a Hg(Ar) calibration lamp (Newport 6035) was imaged onto
the slit of the spectrometer as shown in Figure 3.18. Comparison of the peak wavelengths
scanned by the instrument versus published spectral peak data 129,131 allowed the
calculation of a wavelength correction factor (∆λ) that was applied in the instrument
scan control software for correction 132,133 of any inaccuracies in the scanning mechanism.
A tungsten spectral irradiance standard manufactured and calibrated by Optronics

Spectrometer
2300i

to computer

Optical train
PMT

Figure 3.18: Showing setup for wavelength alignment
Labs, 134 scanned over a range of 250 nm to 900 nm, was used to determine the
wavelength response of the system as shown in Figure 3.19. The measured intensity, I(λ),
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Figure 3.19: Relative irradiance calibration used a NIST traceable tungsten ribbon lamp
imaged on to the entrance slit of the monochromator.
was related to the tungsten calibration data, Iω (Iλ), as shown in equation (3.9), yielding
an intensity correction factor, as a function of wavelength (R(λ)) for the instrument and
optical path. 132,133,135
R(λ) =

3.6

I(λ)
Iω (Iλ)

(3.9)

Material Diagnostics
Initial characterization of the full data set measured the surface energy (γ) and

contact angle (θ) of the sample material using two methods. The sample material tested
was poly(ethylene terephalate) (PET) film, 0.005 inches thick, supplied in a 36.0-inch
wide roll, purchased from McMaster-Carr. The first testing method used was the
Standard Test Method for Wetting Tension of Polyethylene and Polypropylene Films,
ASTM-D2578, 136 which is intended for use in a factory metrology setting to give an
“order-of-magnitude” indication of the wetting tension value of the material surface and is
generally used in industry for inspection of new or incoming sheet polymer materials.
The ASTM-D2578 procedure outlines a protocol for comparing the surface tension of a
test liquid, a mixture of formamide (HCON H2 ) and ethyl cellosolve
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(CH3 CH2 OCH2 CH2 OH), to the wetting tension of a material sample in order to
ascertain the surface energy of the incoming material sample. The ASTM standard
specifies the method for testing the sample at several points across the width of the sheet
in order to determine the average surface energy of the material and is shown in
schematic form in Figure 3.23a. A complete description of the procedure and a copy of
the standard is included in Appendix E. The ASTM-D2578 method specifies the use of
freshly mixed reagent-grade solutions for testing but also allows the use of commercially
prepared solutions. 136 The solutions used for these tests were purchased from UV Process
Supply, Inc., and consisted of 6 pens, each covering a range of surface energies as shown
in Table 3.3. The surface tension values were certified by the vendor and were guaranteed
to be stable for the duration of the testing.
Table 3.3: Surface tension values of ASSTM-D2578 testing pens
Tube
Dynes/cm

Test Liquid Series
1
2
3
4
20-30 30-40 40-50 50-55

5
55-60

6
60-65

After initial inspection using the ASTM standard method, 200 mm diameter sample
coupons of the PET material were cut from the roll of sample material, as shown in
Figure 3.23b, as supplied by the vendor. The test coupons produced were washed with
isopropyl alcohol, rinsed with deionized water, and wiped dry with a lint-free wipe. After
preparation the sample coupons were stored in an air-tight container until exposed to the
processing discharge.
The second testing method compared the relationship between the contact angle of
a sessile drop of test liquid, deionized water, (DI) and the surface of the material sample
to indicate a change in surface condition of the sample. 137 A dynamic contact angle
(DCA) video goniometer Model FTA-200, supplied by First Ten Angstroms, was used to
measure contact angles for sample characterization and was also used for characterization
of samples in the preliminary study. The DCA method was more time-consuming than
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(a) ASTM test

(b) Coupon preparation

Figure 3.20: Initial material testing and sample creation, a) ASTM inspection test, b)
Samples cut from the as-received material.
the ASTM test; however, the greater resolution of the measured data made possible by
the use of the DCA gave additional insights into the relationship between the discharge
and the sample surface. All tests were conducted at standard laboratory controlled
temperature, pressure, and humidity.
The sessile drop method of surface energy measurement is a widely used 5,19,105,138,139
method of surface energy measurement that uses Young’s equation and the contact angle
formed between the drop and material surface to calculate the surface energy of a
material sample. The contact angle value alone is widely used as a quick relative measure
of comparison of the relative wettability of one surface with respect to another or in
order to quantify the change in wettability of a surface after treatment. 5,138,140 Contact
angle is only one component of the surface energy of a material. Surface energy is the
relation of three force components, γGL , γSL , and γGS , shown in equation 3.10 and Figure
3.21. Young’s theorem, shown in Equation 3.10, says that the force on the gas-liquid side
of the equation (γGL ) is related to the difference between the surface energy of the
gas-solid (γGS ) and the solid-liquid (γSL ) interfaces at some equilibrium angle (θ). A
large contact angle indicates a hydrophobic material condition, and a small contact angle
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indicates a hydrophyllic material condition. When the surface tension of the test liquid
equals the wetting tension of the sample, the equilibrium angle will be zero; at that point
cos θ = 1 and the liquid is said to have wetted the solid surface. 137
γGL cos θ = γGS − γSL

(3.10)

Where:
θ = angle of contact of the edge of the drop with the solid surface
γ G L = surface energy of the gas - liquid interface
γ GS = surface energy of the gas - solid interface
γ SL = surface energy of the solid - liquid interface.

Figure 3.21: Sessile drop showing relationship between contact angle and surface energies
γGL , γSL , and γGS .
The DCA goniometer was calibrated using the optical tensiometer function of the
FTA-200. Measurement of surface tension of a known test fluid, shown in Figure 3.22,
consisted of dispensing a quantity of deionized water such that the drop is large enough
to be affected by gravity (about 14 µl) and calculating the surface tension of the droplet
using Young-Laplace relation as shown in equation 3.11 to compare the change in the
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radius of the drop about the centerline of the pendant drop. 141


1
1
+
∆p = γ
R1 R2

(3.11)

where:
∆p = pressure difference between the phases (liquid-air)
γ = the interfacial tension
R1 and R2 = radii of the curved surfaces.

R2

R1

Figure 3.22: Results of the FTA-200 DCA used in tensiometer mode showing measured
interfacial tension value of 72.89 for sample of deionized water test fluid.
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A randomly chosen prepared sample was subjected to an initial characterization that
consisted of two series of contact angle measurement using the FTA-200 measuring
system (DCA). The first sample characterization consisted of a series of contact angle
measurements taken at 5 mm intervals along the centerline of the sample, as shown in
Figure 3.23a. The second sample characterization consisted of nine samples taken at 25
mm intervals along the centerline of the sample, as shown in Figure 3.23b. These
datasets were used to set the baseline average contact angle value of the samples prior to
treatment. Comparison of the average values of both methods is discussed in Chapter 4.
25 mm

5 mm

25 mm

5 mm

1
1

1
1

9
39

9

39
200 mm
200 mm

200 mm
200 mm
(a) 39 point

(b) 9 point

Figure 3.23: Initial material testing and sample creation, a) 39-point DCA sample
examination, b) 9-point sample examination.

3.7

Summary
Experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of an energetic plasma

discharge on poly(ethyleneterepthalate) (PET) sample surfaces. The first involved an RF
capacitively coupled plasma discharge (CCP) and the second and third, an inductive RF
decoupled plasma system (DPS). The plasma discharge was monitored by optical
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emission spectroscopy (OES) in the visible spectrum. Prior to processing, all major
systems were calibrated and aligned as described in sections 3.5 and 3.6. After
calibration, a random material sample was characterized using visual inspection, ASTM
test protocols, and optical measurements of contact angle and surface energy to establish
a baseline condition of the material to be examined.
In the first sets of experiments, the polymer samples were placed on the powered
electrode of the CCP and exposed to the oxygen discharge at a fixed pressure, gas flow,
power, and time intervals. In the second sets of experiments, the polymer samples were
placed on the isolated electrode of the DPS and exposed to the oxygen discharge at fixed
pressure, gas flow, power, and time intervals at a distance of 20 cm from the center of the
coil. In the third sets of experiments, the polymer samples were again placed on the
isolated electrode of the ICP and exposed to the oxygen discharge at fixed pressure, gas
flow, power, and time intervals at a distance of 13 cm from the center of the coil. After
treatment, in all experiments, the treated samples were removed from the chamber and
examined for changes to the surface. Optical measurements of contact angle and surface
energy as well as visual inspection were used to determine the degree of change in the
surface of the samples after processing.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results

4.1

Preliminary Work
The work discussed in Chapter 2 enabled the refinement of the experimental

protocols used in this experiment. The preliminary work 20 used set pressures and power
levels to examine the modification of the surface of poly(ethyleneterepthalate) (PET)
samples in a capacitively coupled discharge (Cap). The similarities and differences
between the experimental parameters used in the previous (Cap) experiment and those
used in the current inductive decoupled plasma system (DPS) experiments are
summarized in Table 4.1 for comparison.
Table 4.1: Comparison of experimental parameters between previous work and current
experiments.
Experiment
Distance from center
Discharge type
Sample material
Sample area
Sample thickness
Pressure (mtorr)
Process atmosphere
Process Time (min)
Discharge density 27
Applied power (watts)

Cap
6 cm
capacitive
PET
300 mm2
0.1 mm
100, 500
O2
2, 6, 10, 16
≈ 109 cm−1
250, 500

DPS Far
DPS Near
20 cm
13 cm
inductive (DPS) inductive (DPS)
PET
PET
2
600 mm
600 mm2
0.1 mm
0.1 mm
300, 1000
100, 300, 500, 1000
O2 +Ar
O2
2, 6, 10, 16
2
≈ 1011 cm−1
≈ 1013 cm−1
250, 500
250, 500, 750, 1000

Sample preparation, cleaning, and preliminary characterization, described in
Chapter 3, were unchanged between all sets of experiments. The main analysis steps are
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discussed in the same order in each experiment (Cap), (DPS) Far, (DPS) Near in
order to provide comparison. Results of each experiment will be compared and
summarized in succeeding sections.

4.1.1

Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) was used to monitor spectral changes during
processing in the capacitive discharge (Cap). An OES spectrum acquired during the
initial characterization of the chamber, using oxygen as a process gas, at a pressure of
100 mtorr and an applied power of 250 watts, shows the initial state of the process
system before the introduction of the sample and is shown in Figure 4.1. The discharge
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25000
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15000
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Intensity (au)
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0
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Figure 4.1: Spectrum of (Cap) discharge before introduction of sample in an O2 process
atmosphere at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 250 watts.
initially showed a large peak at the (3p5 P − 3s5 S) transition of oxygen at 778 nm,
indicating the presence of neutral oxygen (OI). An occasional secondary peak was also
seen at 844 nm (OI) but since oxygen discharges are generally dim and the 778 nm line is
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the most prominent of the oxygen lines, 124,129 the line at 844 nm was used only as a
secondary indicator of oxygen atom activity. The spectrum showed no indications of any
other atomic species or of O2 molecular emission sometimes seen at 762 nm. The low
intensity (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) OH bandhead at 309 nm, generally attributed to the existence
of residual water vapor in the system, 142–144 and a second order peak at 618 nm were also
observed. No other molecular lines were observed. Spectral intensity levels and
composition changed significantly during sample processing, as shown in Figure 4.2. The
appearance of several atomic species (Hα , Hγ , OI) were noted during processing. A
significant decrease in the intensity of the neutral oxygen line at 778 nm was also
observed. A significant increase in the bandheads of molecular species (CO2 , CO, H2 )
were also seen, in addition to a significant increase in the (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead of
OH at 309 nm, indicating the presence of more free hydrogen.
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Figure 4.2: Spectrum of (Cap) discharge acquired during the first two minutes of
processing at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.
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In addition, the intensity of the (3p5 P − 3s5 S) line of OI at 778 nm, shown in
Figure 4.3, was monitored over time. Although many researchers reported significant
changes in intensity and species makeup in the initial 60 seconds of processing,
2,7,19,43,81,91,92,145,146

no significant changes in intensity were seen during the first 60

seconds of processing.
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Intensity (au)
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2
1
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Figure 4.3: Monitored intensity of (3p5 P − 3s5 S) transition of OI at 778 nm shown for
the first 60 seconds of processing in the capacitive discharge (Cap) at a pressure of 100
mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.

4.1.2

Surface Modification Results

Video capture images of the sample/water interface were used with the FTA200
proprietary software to calculate the contact angle of the sessile drop. The images also
served to visibly illustrate the changes in surface wettability of the samples. The initial
condition of the cleaned but untreated sample is shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4a showed
a large contact angle (84◦ ), indicating low surface energy and a hydrophobic initial
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condition, while Figure 4.4b reveals a change in the contact angle (50◦ ) after exposure of
the sample to an oxygen discharge at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of
500 watts for 16 minutes. Subsequent data and images taken at each of the pressure and
power combinations confirmed a consistent decrease in the contact angle of each sample
group as a result of processing. A plotted comparison of the change in contact angle

(a) Untreated PET sample = 84◦

(b) Treated PET sample = 50◦

Figure 4.4: a) Untreated PET sample shows a large contact angle indicating low surface
energy b) Treated PET sample shows a significant reduction in the contact angle
values for selected pressure and power combinations is shown in Figure 4.5. The initial
deionized (DI) water contact angle averaged 84◦ and decreased to a low of 45◦ over the
period of treatment, around 16 minutes. Each data point in Figure 4.5 represents the
average of three measurements taken across the surface of each sample. The average
contact angles exhibited a significant decrease when compared to the untreated state and
a reduction in contact angle of greater than half overall.
4.2

DPS Results 20 cm from coil center (Far)
The DPS (Far) experiments consisted of prepared samples placed at a distance of 20

cm from the center of the coil and monitored using the quartz lens optic system
described in Figure 3.12 on page 31. The dielectric plasma system (DPS) data show
characteristics similar to the preliminary (Cap) data series in terms of atomic and
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of averaged contact angle of untreated samples (84◦ ) to samples
after processing at four listed pressure and power combinations.
molecular species observed and modification of the sample surface. In addition to
monitoring the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) and OI (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition emission intensities
during processing, the introduction of Ar gas (approximately 2%) was used in an attempt
to obtain electronic temperature data using methods as described in Greim, 147
Lochte-Holtgreven, 148 and Thorne et al. 149 Atomic (OI, ArI, and H) and neutral
molecular lines (OH, CO2 , and CO) were detected as in the earlier work. No lines of N2 ,
which would indicate a chamber air leak, were seen. An increase in the degree of
modification of the sample surface was seen, however. This increased modification was
based upon the greater decrease in contact angle (CA) values.

4.2.1

Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was used to monitor spectral changes during
processing of samples in the inductive discharge. The acquired spectra showed significant
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changes over the treatment period.
Spectral lines monitored for this study are shown in Table 4.2. The monitoring of
the same group of lines monitored in the earlier work allowed a direct comparison of
spectral data relative to the type of discharge.
Table 4.2: Table of emission lines monitored during processing in the DPS (Far) configuration.
Species
OI
OH

CO

CO

CH
CI
Hα
Hβ
Ar

λ (nm)
778
844
306
307
308
309
313
283
297
313
331
349
451
484
519
561
608
431
801
656
489
697
707
715
727
738
772

Vibrational
Transition

Band
(3p P − 3s5 S 0 )
(3p3 P − 3s5 S 0 )
(A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π)
5

(0,0)
(0,0)
(0,0)
(0,0)
(1,1)
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
(0,3)
(0,4)
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
(0,3)
(0,4)
(0,0)

(b3 Σ − a1 Π)

(B 1 Σ − A1 Π)

(A2 ∆ − X 2 Π)
(2s 2P ( P ◦ )3p − 2s2 2P (2 P ◦ )4d)
(2s − 3p)
(2s − 3p)
2
5 2 ◦
◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4p − 3s2 P 5 (2 P1/2
)4d)
2
5 2 ◦
2 5 2 ◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4p − 3s P ( P1/2 )6s)
◦
◦
(3s2 3P 5 (2 P3/2
)4p − 3s2 P 5 (2 P1/2
)4p)
2
5 2 ◦
2 5 2 ◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4s − 3s P ( P1/2 )4p)
◦
◦
(3s2 3P 5 (2 P3/2
)4s − 3s2 P 5 (2 P1/2
)4p)
2
5 2 ◦
2 5 2 ◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4p − 3s P ( P1/2 )4p)
2
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2

An OES spectrum of the O2 /Ar plasma taken during the the initial characterization
of the inductive discharge chamber is shown in Figure 4.6. The acquired spectrum shows
the initial state of the process system after cracking of the process gas (O2 ) but before
the addition of the sample. The (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) OH bandhead at 309 nm (and second
order at 618 nm) is again seen in the initial reference spectrum; however, the appearance
of this molecular species may be accounted for in this instance not solely as residual
water vapor in the chamber 142 but as polymerized residue of previous sample material
not removed by the oxygen discharge treatment (ashing) used to clean the chamber prior
to beginning the current series of tests. The (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition of OI at 778 nm
seen in earlier spectra is reduced by half in this spectrum and is dominated by the more
prominent Ar lines (618 nm, and 750 nm) added to the process gas to facilitate
measurement of electronic temperature.
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Figure 4.6: Spectrum of DPS (Far) discharge before introduction of sample in an O2 and
Ar process atmosphere at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 250 watts.
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Figure 4.7: Intensity of the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) band for two experimental configurations
as a function of wavelength. The solid line shows the results for the inductive DPS (Far)
discharge and the dashed line shows the results for the capacitive (Cap) discharge under
the same conditions; a pressure of 500 mtorr and an applied power of 250 watts.
The OH bandhead (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) is again seen after the beginning of processing
and, although visible in the earlier capacitive spectra (Cap), is seen with increased
intensity using the inductive (DPS) system. The change appears to slightly enhance the
ability to see some of the rotational structures of the of OH band at 309 nm 144 and also
enhances the visibility of the CO bandhead at 313 (0,2) as shown in Figure 4.7. A view
of the OI lines at 778 and 844 nm shows an increase in intensity that parallels the change
from a capacitive (Cap) to an inductive (DPS) discharge as shown in Figure 4.8. A
general increase in spectral intensity was also seen. The OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at
309 nm has also been seen by other researchers as well as a relationship between the OH
transition at 309 nm and the OI line at 778 nm. Krstulović et al. 2 and Cvelbar et al., 81
reported that the intensity of the (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition of OH at 309 nm increased
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of intensity at the OI transitions at 778 nm and at 844 nm. The
dashed lines show the intensities of the capacitive (Cap) and the solid line shows the
intensity of the inductive DPS (Far) discharge.
while the intensity of the OI transition at 778 nm decreased during the first 50 seconds of
processing, but after 140 seconds the intensity of OH declined and the intensity of the OI
line increased. Individual sample runs showed a fairly wide variation in spectral
intensities between runs of equal processing time, but a plot of averaged intensity seen in
each of the series, as shown in Figure 4.9, showed an insignificant change in intensity at
the 309 transition for all series run at 100 mtorr and 250 watts input power, regardless of
processing time.
Changes in the intensity of OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 309 nm were
investigated by many of the other researchers 92,150–153 examining the reaction of PET
polymer in energetic discharges. All reported changes in the intensity of the OH
(A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 309 nm that paralleled applied power levels for samples
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Figure 4.9: Intensity of the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition as a function of processing time
in the inductive DPS (Far) system showing the average of all three trials. The discharge
conditions were a pressure of 100 mtorr and 250 watts of applied power.
processed at fixed processing pressures. The greatest change in spectral intensities of the
OH line were reported in the first few seconds of exposure to all of the discharges. 2,19,92
Most 2,19,92,138 reported an end to visible changes in the intensity of the OH lines
approaching 2 minutes of processing in the discharge, and no significant changes were
seen to extend beyond about 2 minutes from the beginning of treatment. 2,19,92,138
Changes in the intensity of the OH and CO bandheads in the range of 305 to 323 nm are
shown in Figures 4.10 through 4.12. This series showed only a slight increase in intensity
despite the expected increase in intensity due to the increase in power from 250 watts to
500 watts. A small increase in intensity over processing time was also seen by comparing
multiple spectra taken during the longer processing runs. The time required for the
scanning mechanism to make a complete scan from 250 nm to 900 nm allowed for two
scans, one taken from 0-3.5 minutes and the second taken from 4.0-7.5 minutes. The
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of intensity and wavelength shows a non-significant increase in
the intensity of the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 313 nm and the CO (b3 Σ − a1 Π)
transition at 315 nm for a pressure of 100 mT and a power level of 250 W.
spectral scan shown in Figure 4.10 shows an increase in the intensity of the OH (1,1)
transition at 313 nm as well a slight increases in the CO transition at 315 nm for a
pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power level of 250 watts. There was not much
difference between the scans as expected and discussed earlier. The spectra, shown in
Figure 4.11, also showed a consistency in intensity even with an increase in power from
250 to 500 watts while maintaining the process pressure (100 mtorr). While these
increases are not significant, they may indicate the sample has reached a kind of
equilibrium. Chan et al. 152 and Morra et al. 154 postulated a two-stage process to explain
this behavior also seen in the spectral results of treatment of a PTFE sample in an
oxygen discharge. The processing showed an initial stage consisting of an increase in
“...products formed by interaction with the surface” and a second phase (beginning about
15 minutes after the start of the process) where the OES process monitoring reverted to
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of intensity versus wavelength shows an increase in the intensity
of the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 313 nm as well as a similar increase in the CO
(b3 Σ − a1 Π) transition at 315 nm for a pressure of 100 mtorr and a power level of 500
watts
“a PTFE-like” spectrum, indicating the beginning of what the researchers 152,154 called the
etching phase of sample exposure. The description of the processing of PTFE samples
substantially agrees with the findings of this set of experiments, i.e., initially high
intensities of OH and CO were seen concurrent with a reduction in the intensities of OI
corresponding to a combining of oxygen with species removed from the sample surface to
generate the OH and CO species seen. As processing continued, a recovery of OI
intensities with a decrease in the intensities of OH and CO were seen at extended
processing times corresponding to a decrease in the combination of oxygen and other
species seen in the earlier phase and a change to the mechanism called etching by Chan
et al. 152 and Morra et al. 154 This behavior was also seen by other experimenters, 2,81 who
also reported processing dominated by surface modification during the early period of the
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exposure (increased OH and CO emissions) with a change to etching (decreased OH and
CO emissions) during the later portion of the exposure. The use of the term etching by
Chan et al. 152 and Morra et al. 154 is more properly described as sputtering of the surface
of the sample, i.e., a process where the impact of heavy particles (usually ions) with the
surface of the sample removes atoms from the surface by repeated impact transfer of
energy until some atoms of the material escape the material surface. 27 This mechanism
would more properly account for the reversion of the process to “a PTFE-like” spectrum
described. 152,154 The set of spectra shown in Figure 4.12 consisted of four spectra
acquired sequentially during a processing period of 16 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr
and a applied power of 250 watts. The spectra showed an increase in the intensity of both
OH and CO, although the most activity was seen at the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at
313 nm which showed a very slight increase throughout the processing period.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of intensity and wavelength shows an increase in the intensity
of the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 313 nm as well as a similar increase in the CO
(b3 Σ − a1 Π) transition at 315 nm for a pressure of 100 mtorr and a power level of 250
watts.
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The most prominent line of the CO band was the (b3 Σ − a1 Π) transition at 315 nm.
Again, clearly there is a mechanism that approximates chemical equilibrium. (Note the
spectra were very similar). Initial intensity of the OI (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition at 778
nm, shown in Figure 4.13, is reduced when compared to the intensity seen in the initial
state of the inductive chamber (Near) before any processing has occurred. The OI
(3p3 P 3s3 S 0 ) transition at 844 nm is reduced to the level of the background. During the
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Figure 4.13: Intensity of the OI (3p5 P −3s5 S 0 ) transition at 778 nm and the OI (3p3 P 3s3 S 0 )
transition at 844 nm showing the change in intensity for a processing time of 10 minutes
at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 250 watts.
processing, however, the OI levels deceased slightly (778 nm), as shown in Figure 4.13,
and although some variation from the shortest to the longest time period was seen, the
average level intensity at particular time intervals, shown in Figure 4.14, showed a
constant intensity, within error. The variations in the OI intensities are in keeping with
results seen during processing by Krstulović et al. 2 and Cvelbar et al., 81 although the
current experimental setup was slightly different. The behavior of the OI intensities also
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Figure 4.14: Averaged intensity of the OI (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition at 778 nm showing
variations between sample groups processed for varying time periods at a pressure of 100
mtorr and an input power of 250 watts.
corresponded to the findings of Chan et al. 152 and Morra et al., 154 further suggesting the
initial period of processing primarily consisted of surface modification, as indicated by
the increase in intensity of OH and CO transitions, while increased processing time
showed an increase in the etching or sputtering of the sample indicated by a
corresponding decrease in OH and CO intensities and a slight increase in the intensity of
the (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition of OI at 778 nm.
The (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead of OH at 309, as well as the (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) and
(3p3 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transitions of OI at 778 and 844 nm, were also monitored over time. No
significant change was seen over the initial 150 seconds of processing. But in examining
the first 10 seconds, shown in Figure 4.15, an initial increase in OI was observed followed
by a subsequent decline. The OH bandhead at 309 shows an initial increase (0 to 12
arbitrary units of intensity) which was maintained throughout the sampling period.
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Figure 4.15: Intensity as a function of time of the OI transitions at 778 nm (solid), 844
nm (dashed), and the OH bandhead at 309 nm (dotted) for the 150 second sample period
at a pressure of 300 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.
In the second series of experiments, DPS (Far), argon gas (2%) was added to the
process atmosphere to enable the calculation of the electronic temperature, T , of the
discharge using the Boltzmann plot method described in Griem 147 and Thorne et al. 149
and as used by many other researchers. 155–159 If the discharge is in Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium (LTE) the temperature can be estimated using the Boltzmann distribution
to find the population of the excited state by comparing relative intensities of spectral
lines from the same element or ionization stage using Equation (4.1), 147

ln

Iki λki
gk Aki




= ln

hcN0 L
4πZ


−

Ek
kB T

(4.1)

where Iki is the relative intensity of the emission lines, λki is the relative wavelength, gk
is the statistical weight of the upper transition level, Aki is the transition probability, Em
is the upper level energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, c is
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velocity of light, N is the total population density of the element, Z is the partition
function, and T is the temperature. For a discharge in LTE, a plot of the results of
ki
versus Ek will be a straight line with a slope of 1/kT . T , the inverse of the slope
ln Igkik Aλki

of the line, was calculated for the second series of experiments, DPS (Far) using the
argon lines shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Emission lines of argon used in the calculation of discharge temperature.
Species
Ar

λ (nm)
697
707
715
727
738
772

Transition

Band
◦
◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2
)4p − 3s2 P 5 (2 P1/2
)4d)
2 5 2 ◦
2
5 2 ◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4p − 3s P ( P1/2 )6s)
◦
◦
(3s2 3P 5 (2 P3/2
)4p − 3s2 P 5 (2 P1/2
)4p)
2
5 2 ◦
2 5 2 ◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4s − 3s P ( P1/2 )4p)
◦
◦
)4p)
)4s − 3s2 P 5 (2 P1/2
(3s2 3P 5 (2 P3/2
2
5 2 ◦
2 5 2 ◦
(3s 3P ( P3/2 )4p − 3s P ( P1/2 )4p)
2

5 2

A typical Boltzmann plot of the temperature of the discharge during a processing
run is shown in Figure 4.16. The linear fit shown produced a Te of 0.07 eV but had an
average correlation coefficient (R2 ) of 0.68 likely caused by the wide variation in points at
the upper end of the Ek axis. After lengthy trials of measuring neutral argon emission
lines and correcting for wavelength sensitivity of the optical equipment, reliable
Boltzmann plots were never obtained.
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Figure 4.16: Boltzmann plot of ln Igkik Aλki
versus Ek for a sample processed for 2 minutes at
a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.

4.2.2

Surface modification results for DPS (Far)

Calibration of the video goniometer system (DCA) is described in Section 3.6. Initial
measurement of the interfacial tension (IFT) of the deionized water test fluid used the
average of three samples, shown in Figure 4.17b, and was found to be 72.8±0.1 dynes/cm,
which is in good agreement with published values. 137,160 Initial calibration of the
video/software subsystem using the average of three samples of the manufacturer supplied
standard, shown in Figure 4.17b, shows an average contact angle of 90.1±0.1◦ . Inspection
of the test samples to characterize the changes in the surface before and after exposure
to the discharge used the DCA to calculate and record the contact angle (CA) of the
test liquid on the surface of the sample. The initial condition of a cleaned but untreated
sample is shown in Figure 4.18. Figure 4.18a showed a large contact angle (78◦ ) indicating
low surface energy and a hydrophobic initial condition. After treatment in the discharge
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(b) 90.1±0.1◦

(a) 72.8±0.1 dynes/cm

Figure 4.17: Calibration of the DCA system showing: a) Tensiometer verification of
interfacial tension value of deionized water drop. b) Sapphire standard used for sessile
drop characterization.
for 16 minutes at a pressure of 500 mtorr and a 500 watt applied power, Figure 4.18b, the
sample showed a significant decrease in the measured contact angle (10◦ ) indicating an
increase in surface energy and a more hydrophyllic condition after processing. Subsequent

(a) Untreated PET sample

(b) Treated PET sample

Figure 4.18: PET material samples showing: a) Untreated PET sample shows a large
contact angle (> 75◦ ) indicating low surface energy. b) Sample treated at a pressure of
500 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts for 16 minutes shows a ≈ 80% decrease in
contact angle (> 13◦ ) showing an increase in surface energy after treatment.
images taken at each pressure and power combination confirmed a consistent decrease in
the contact angle of each sample group as a result of exposure to the discharge and can be
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found in Appendix B. A comparison of initial characterization baseline data results are
shown in Figure 4.19. The initial CA of the sample material as found by the ASTM test
was measured to be 76◦ ± 1◦ . When compared to the data from the initial characterization
using the DCA, the additional resolution of the instrument, not surprisingly, indicates a
less uniform CA across the surface than indicated by the ASTM test. The measured results
of the 39-point test yielded a CA value for the untreated samples that varies between
58◦ and 68◦ as shown in Figure 4.19. The 9-point series tests showed measured CA values
between 74◦ and 77◦ . The averages of these baseline values give the untreated material
value, 72◦ , used for all other calculations of change in contact angle and surface condition.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of initial characterization values showing (♦) 39-point characterization of sample, (◦) 9-point characterization of sample, (N) ASTM characterization of
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Consistent with findings of the previous study, shown in Figure 4.5 (page 51), an
overall lowering of the contact angle was seen in all series of tests. In this (Far) study,
however, the average contact angle decreased from an initial high value of 78◦ to a low of
30◦ . A comparison of average final contact angles to starting condition is shown in Figure
4.20.
Decrease in contact angle as a result of treatment in an energetic discharge was
reported by Deshmukh and Bhat, 5 who reported a decrease in contact angle from 76◦ to
38◦ over a 15 minute processing time in a similar inductive discharge. Thurston et al. 138
saw a decrease in contact angle from 102◦ to 88◦ for a polyethylene sample processed in
an atmospheric pressure discharge, while Vassallo et al. 19 saw a decrease in contact angle
to a low value of 10◦ from an average 72◦ at a processing power of 200 watts; all of these
results are in good agreement with current experimental findings.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of average contact angle of an unprocessed sample (78◦ ) to
contact angles of sample after processing at four pressure and power combinations.
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An anomaly was occasionally seen, as shown in Figure 4.21, showing an increased
contact angle near the edges of the sample after processing. This departure from the
trend of reduction of contact angle after exposure to the discharge can be attributed to a
“shading-effect” caused, in this case, by the focus ring enclosing the sample on the system
electrode; the ring acts as an additional surface bending the sheath away from the sample
edge causing a “shadow” to be cast at the edge of the discharge. The disturbance in the
sheath interferes with the mechanisms (chain-scission/activation and sputtering)
responsible for the surface modification and etching of the sample.
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Figure 4.21: Contact angles across sample (200 mm). Observe the large contact angle
values at the edges of the sample due to shading of the sample edge by the outer ring of
the substrate holder.
Shading and uneven etching at the edges is also seen in the processing of silicon
wafers for semiconductor devices where it is a cause of device failure and contributes to
increased costs. It is a widely studied problem 42,161 but beyond the scope of this work.
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After processing, the samples also showed, in Table 4.4, a difference in final contact
angle when processed under different pressures. Although each group of samples showed
a decrease in contact angle after processing in the oxygen/argon atmosphere, the group
processed at 500 mtorr showed a slightly greater decrease in contact angle than did the
samples processed at 100 mtorr.
Table 4.4: Comparison of contact angle versus processing pressure.
Initial CA
Final CA

Low Pressure (100 mtorr)
72◦
39◦

High Pressure (500 mtorr)
72◦
35◦

Reduction in contact angle as a function of processing pressure was also seen by
other researchers; 162–164 the resulting changes varied between a decrease of 53%,
(76◦ ⇒ 42◦ ) seen by Deshmukh and Bhat 165 (150 mtorr) to an 85% (90◦ ⇒ 15◦ )
reduction in contact angle seen by Roth et al., 162 when PET samples were processed at
atmospheric pressure in a dielectric barrier discharge. Table 4.4 shows the change in
average contact angle values after treatment in the discharge in the first series of samples.
Both series show a reduction in contact angle (72◦ ⇒ 39◦ and 72◦ ⇒ 35◦ ) indicating a
slight increase in the effectiveness of the modification of the surface of the samples.
A comparison of averaged contact angle to treatment time for each of the sample
groups processed at 100 mtorr is shown in Figure 4.22. Each series shows a reduction in
contact angle (starting from the untreated sample angle of 72◦ ) of the samples at each of
the time markers. Samples exposed to the discharge for 2 minutes showed the least
change in contact angle, while samples processed for 6 and 10 minutes at both power
levels show a comparable decrease in contact angle. The samples processed for 16
minutes showed an uncharacteristic increase in average contact angle for the samples
processed at 250 watts contrary to the trend of reduction in contact angle seen in the
samples processed at 500 watts. This local increase can be attributed to uneven
processing due to contamination of one of the samples. Decreases in contact angle
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of contact angle versus processing time for samples processed at
a pressure of 100 mtorr and applied power levels of 250 and 500 watts.
consistent with an increase in processing time or power were also seen by other
researchers 5,43,163,164 and showed close agreement with these results.
Change in contact angle, which is often equated with a change in wettability of
material surfaces, as a result of exposure to an energetic discharge is reported by many
researchers 2,12,166,167 as due to the build- up of molecular fragments initially freed from
the sample, or generated by breakdown of process gases, on the surface of the sample
(activation) in the initial portion of processing. After longer exposure to the discharge,
however, the mechanism responsible for surface modification changes as described
(page 62) by Chan et al. 152 and Morra et al., 154 and is seen as increased surface
roughness attributed to sputtering of the sample surface. The increase in processing time
appears to increase the degree of modification of samples processed at 250 and 500 watts
applied power.
The difference between values reported in the literature and the behavior observed
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in this experiment can be attributed, in large part, to the difference in the plasma
geometry of the experimental layout used in this research. Other researchers 2,81,84,145,168
used a quartz cylinder surrounded by the inductive coil producing a reported discharge
density of 1016 cm−3 and an electron temperature of 5-6 eV. 2,81 The discharge was
monitored using OES with an optical fiber and CCD spectrometer along the long axis, or
most dense portion, of the discharge. The DPS (Far) experiment produced a much larger
plasma volume than the quartz tube used by others. 2,81,84,145,168 The density of the DPS
inductive discharge was estimated to be on the order of 1010 cm−3 , 27 substantially less
than the discharges of other researchers. 19 Sample sizes also differed greatly. Vassallo et
al., 19 Cvelbar et al., 81 and Krstulović et al. 2 used samples of unknown areas, but
certainly no larger than 30 mm in diameter or about 700 mm2 by 0.02 mm thickness
versus a sample of 30,000 mm2 in area by 0.1 mm thickness used in these experiments.

4.3

DPS Results 13 cm from center of coil (Near)
The DPS Near experiments consisted of prepared samples placed at a distance of

13 cm from the center of the coil; the samples were closer to the center of the coil and
were exposed to the denser portion of the plasma compared to the (Far) samples. All
interactions between the samples and the discharge were monitored using a quartz fiber
optic system described in Figure 3.11 (page 31). As with previous experimental series, an
OES spectrum of the O2 discharge was acquired during the initial characterization of the
processing chamber and is shown in Figure 4.23. The spectrum shows the initial state of
the processing system using an O2 discharge without the sample.

The (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π)

bandhead of OH at 309 nm is seen in the reference spectrum and can again be attributed,
in part, to residual water vapor in the chamber 142–144 but also to polymerized residue of
previous sample material not removed by the oxygen discharge treatment (ashing) used
to clean the chamber prior to beginning each series of tests.
The placement of the sample closer to the center of the coil appeared to increase the
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Figure 4.23: Intensity versus wavelength of an O2 discharge at 100 mtorr and 250 watts
applied power with no sample.
overall intensity of spectral information acquired even before the addition of samples to
the chamber. The appearance of the Hα line at 656 nm in addition to the significant
increase in spectral intensity of the OI line at 788 nm were the major changes seen in
DPS (Near) when compared to the spectrum seen in DPS (Far) (Figure 4.6 page 53).
A close-up of the spectrum shown in Figure 4.24 (meaning the peaks of Hα [656 nm]
and OI [778 nm] were not seen) allowed a better view of spectral activity during the
processing session. An increase in overall emission intensities and significant increases in
the intensities of certain atomic and molecular species either seen at a much reduced
intensity or completely unreported in the earlier experimental series were also observed.
The appearance of the OH transition at 309 nm as well as the bandhead of CO at
434 nm indicate a reaction taking place even during this initial calibration discharge as
the components of both OH and CO could not come from the supplied O2 process gas.
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Figure 4.24: A close up of intensity versus wavelength of the spectrum shown in Figure 4.23.
previous runs. The appearance of the OI lines at 395, 596, 616, and 645 nm show the
expected appearance of neutral oxygen species but at a much higher intensity than seen
57000

in either of the previous experiments.
47000

After the introduction of samples into the processing chamber, a comparison
37000

of applied power level versus pressure, Figures 4.25–4.28, showed significant changes
in the spectral intensity of several of the monitored atomic and molecular species. The
27000

(A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead of OH at 309 nm as well as the Hα transition (2s-3p) at 656 nm,
17000

and the (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) and (3p3 P 3s3 S 0 ) OI transitions at 778 and 844 nm paralleled the
7000

increase in applied power for process pressures of 100 and 300 mtorr (Figure 4.25 and 4.26).
-3000

A slight decrease in intensity of all species (except OH) was seen at 500 mtorr
-13000

(Figure 4.27), while a significant decrease in the intensity of all species was seen after
process pressure was increased to 1000 mtorr as shown in (Figure 4.28). The Hα transition
-23000

160

260

360

460

560

(2s-3p) at 656 nm was also monitored by Vesel et al., 92 Gupta et al., 150 and others 151–153
and was the most active of the monitored atomic species while the (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π)
transition of OH at 309 nm was overall the most active molecular species monitored.
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Figure 4.25: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 100 mtorr at applied powers of 250 (blue), 500 (green), 750
(orange), and 1000 (red) watts.
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Figure 4.26: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 300 mtorr at applied powers of 250 (blue), 500 (green), 750
(orange), and 1000 (red) watts.
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Figure 4.27: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 500 mtorr at applied powers of 250 (blue), 500 (green), 750
(orange), and 1000 (red) watts.
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Figure 4.28: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 1000 mtorr at applied powers of 250 (blue), 500 (green), 750
(orange), and 1000 (red) watts.

Intensity (au)

Examples of narrowing the area of interest to exclude the large intensity lines of Hα
at 656 and OI at 778 nm, which tended to saturate the detection system, allowing a
closer examination of the atomic and molecular species not easily visible in complete
spectra are shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. The appearance of peaks, shown in
Figure 4.29, at 395 (OI), and 410 (Hγ ), were not seen in either (Cap) or (Far)
experiments, while the (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead of OH at 309 nm and (B 1 Σ − A1 Π)
bandhead of CO at 437 nm were seen in the earlier experiments. Activity around the
monitored transitions (Table 4.5) showed increased spectral intensities at 309 (OH), 395
(OI), 410 (Hγ ), 437 (CO), and 656 nm Hα as well as an increase in the intensity of a
continuum, seen from about 300–700 nm, with its midpoint around 500 nm that
increased approximately linearly with each increase in applied power.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of intensity versus wavelength shows increased activity at 309
nm (OH), as well as at 395 nm (OI), 410 nm (Hγ ), 437 nm (CO), and 616 nm (OI) visible
after introduction of sample which was processed at a pressure of 100 mtorr and at applied
power levels as shown.
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The spectrum acquired at a processing pressure of 300 mtorr, shown in Figure 4.30,
showed an increase (77 percent) in the intensity of the (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead of OH
at 309 nm, with less significant increases in the lines at 395 nm (OI), 410 nm (Hγ ), 437
nm (CO), and 616 nm (OI) as well as an overall decrease in the intensity of the
continuum seen at a pressure of 100 mtorr. The continuum maintained the intensity seen
at 100 mtorr only at an applied power of 1000 watts.
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of intensity versus wavelength shows greatly increased activity
at 309 nm (OH), as well as at 395 nm (OI), 410 nm (Hγ ), 437 nm (CO), and 616 nm
(OI) visible after introduction of sample to the processing system. Sample was processed
at a pressure of 300 mtorr and applied power levels as shown.
Examining the same base group of lines monitored in the preliminary works allowed
a direct comparison of spectral data relative to both the type of discharge used as well as
the distance from the center of the coil. Spectral lines monitored for this experiment are
shown in Table 4.5. Changes in intensity levels of the OH and CO molecular bandheads
between 304 and 324 nm are shown in Figures 4.31–4.34. Contrary to the results found
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in both previous experimental series, this series (Near) showed a significant increase in
the intensity of all monitored species in what appeared to be a direct relationship to the
level of applied power.
Table 4.5: Emission lines monitored during experiment three. Note that argon gas was
not used in this experimental series.
Species
OI

OH

CO

CO

Hα
Hβ
Hγ
Hδ

λ (nm)
395
778
844
307
309
313
319
320
283
297
313
331
349
451
484
519
561
608
656
489
434
410

Vibrational
Transition

(0,0)
(0,0)
(1,1)
(2,2)
(2,2)
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
(0,3)
(0,4)
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
(0,3)
(0,4)

Band
(3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 )
(3p3 P − 3s5 S 0 )
(A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π)

(b3 Σ − a1 Π)

(B 1 Σ − A1 Π)

(2s − 3p)
(2s − 3p)
(2s − 3p)
(2s − 3p)

In Figure 4.31, the bandhead at 309 nm showed a steady increase in intensity at a
fixed pressure of 100 mtorr while the applied power level was increased from 250 watts to
a maximum value of 1000 watts.

The (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead at 309 nm, seen in

Figure 4.32, showed a significant increase in intensity at a pressure of 300 mtorr as
applied power was increased from 250 watts to a maximum value of 1000 watts. The
spectra acquired at a pressure of 500 mtorr showed, in Figure 4.33, only a non-significant
increase in intensity that appeared to be related to the increase in the applied power
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Figure 4.31: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 100 mtorr shows the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 309 nm
as well as the CO (b3 Σ − a1 Π) bandhead at 315 nm at applied powers of 250 (blue), 500 (green), 750 (orange), and 1000 (red)
watts.
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Figure 4.32: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 300 mtorr shows the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 309 nm
as well as the CO (b3 Σ − a1 Π) bandhead at 315 nm at applied powers of 250 (blue), 500 (green), 750 (orange), and 1000 (red)
watts.
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Figure 4.33: Intensity as a function of wavelength at a pressure of 100 mtorr shows the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at 309 nm
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watts.
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level. The sample processed at 1000 mtorr, and shown in Figure 4.34, showed a
significant overall decrease in intensity to a level lower than the spectrum acquired at 100
mtorr for all applied power levels. Note that each spectrum changed in intensity but not
composition.
Chan et al. 152 and Morra et al. 154 reported that after an initial increase in
“combination products” resulting from the interaction of the sample with the process gas
(O2 ), the sample might reach an equilibrium state after the completion of
functionalization of the sample surface, causing the OES spectral information to revert to
a more sample-like spectrum indicating the end of functionalization and the beginning of
an etch-cycle where sample material is removed by further exposure to the discharge.
This explanation seemed a good fit when applied to samples in the (Far) experiment as
they were processed for long periods of time. However, the samples in the (Near)
experiment were processed for a much shorter period and do not show the same behavior
but do show ever-increasing intensities linked with increased power. Cvelbar et al. 81
mention changes in spectral intensity related to pressure that parallel these findings,
specifically that at pressures corresponding to those used in the (Near) experiment the
decrease in spectral activity can be linked not only to an increase in activity that follows
an increase in power but an additional relationship that shows a decrease in activity that
follows the increase in pressure.
Intensities of the (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition of OI at 778 nm, shown in Figure 4.35,
showed a significant increase as the pressure was raised to 300 mtorr for applied power
levels of 750 and 1000 watts. An increase of the pressure to a value of 500 mtorr,
however, produced a significant decline in intensity for power levels above 500 watts with
an increase in intensity for only the applied power level of 500 and 250 watts. All levels
of applied power showed a significant reduction in intensity at the final pressure of 1000
mtorr.
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Figure 4.35: Intensity of OI versus pressure plotted for applied powers of 250, 500, 750
and 1000 watts.
The (2s − 3p) transition of Hα at 656 nm was not seen in the (Far) experiments and
was only occasionally seen in the (Cap) and only then at relatively low intensity levels.
The increase in intensity with respect to the increase in applied power is shown in
Figure 4.36. Each of the pressure setpoints showed an increase in intensity of the Hα line
at 656 nm, consistent with the increase in the level of applied power. The spectral
intensity increased in relation to applied power level at 100 mtorr, increased significantly
at 300 mtorr for applied power levels above 250 watts, returned to near-initial levels at
500 mtorr, but decreased significantly as the pressure is increased to 1000 mtorr.
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Figure 4.36: Intensity of the (2s − 3p) Hα transition at 656 nm for four pressures: a) 100, b) 300, c) 500, and d) 1000 mtorr.
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The decrease in both overall spectral intensity (Figure 4.28) as well as the decrease
in the intensities of OI (Figure 4.35) and Hα (Figure 4.36) seen as processing pressure
was increased can be explained as the result of two and three body recombination. At
low pressures, the number of free OI atoms increases with the increase in pressure, from
100 mtorr to 300 mtorr, since there are more O2 atoms available for dissociation: 66,142
e + O2 ⇒ O + O + e

(4.2)

but at higher pressures, 500 mtorr and 1000 mtorr, two body (4.3) and three body (4.4)
recombination, where M is a third body, appears to scavenge the free oxygen: 66,142
O + O ⇒ O2 + hν

(4.3)

O + O + M ⇒ O2 + M

(4.4)

An investigation into the dissociation and recombination of oxygen is discussed by
Eilasson and Koegelschatz. 66 A more thorough treatment of these mechanisms would
require construction of a detailed model of the chemical kinetics, which is outside the
scope of this work.
Visual examination of processed samples, shown in Figure 4.37, showed modification
of the sample surface consistent with results reported in both the (Near) and the (Cap)
experiments, i.e., applied power levels of 250 or 500 watts (Figure 4.37a and b) resulted
in both visible (dulling) and structural (roughening) changes in the sample at levels
reported by Deshmukh and Shetty 165 and others. 2,20,164 Some moderate to severe heat
damage (clouding and melting) was seen after exposure of the samples to applied power
levels of 750 watts, Figure 4.37c, while at 1000 watts of applied power, Figure 4.37d,
significant damage to the sample was seen.
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(a) 250 watts applied power

(b) 500 watts applied power

(c) 750 watts applied power

(d) 1000 watts applied power

Figure 4.37: Samples after processing in the inductive DPS (Near) at a pressure of 300
mtorr and applied power levels of a) 250, b) 500, c) 750 d) 1000 watts.
Few researchers concerned with the modification of PET surface characteristics
exposed samples to the discharge to the point of destruction. Krstulović et al., 2 however,
in the examination of a PET sample, monitored the physical changes in a sample
exposed to the discharge and reported an inverse relation in the intensity levels of the
oxygen transition (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) at 778 nm and the OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) transition at
309 nm as the sample began to oxidize. Comparison of intensity over time of the
transitions of OI (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) at 778 nm, OH (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) at 309 nm, and Hα
(2s − 3p) at 656 nm in both DPS systems, shown in Figure 4.38, showed minor, but not
significant, levels of the activity reported by Krstulović et al. 2 While all of the spectra
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Figure 4.38: Intensities as a function of time of: a) the OH bandhead at 309 nm, b) the
OI transition at 778 nm, and c) the Hα line at 656 nm for a pressure of 100 mtorr and an
applied power of 250 watts.
show an initial increase in intensity indicating the reaction of the sample to the initiation
of the discharge, the spectra of OI at 788 nm shows a decrease by half in the initial
seconds of the discharge followed by an extended period of no significant change while
the OH bandhead at 309 nm shows a decrease in intensity at about t=90 seconds as the
Hα line at 656 shows an initial decline in intensity (although less steep then OI) but
showing a local peak intensity at about t=90 seconds as well. The time beyond about
100 seconds until the end of the monitored period show no significant change in
intensities. Although the process chamber included provision for cooling the sample
stage, no external sample cooling was used in any of the experiments.
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4.3.1

Comparison of DPS experiment—(Near) and (Far)

A comparison of spectra acquired from samples placed in the discharge at different
distances from the center of the coil is seen in Figure 4.39. The sample placed at 13 cm
(Near) from the center showed an increase in intensity of both atomic and molecular
species when compared to the sample placed at 20 cm (Far) from the coil center. The
increase appeared to be directly related to the distance of the sample from the center of
the coil. The (A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π) bandhead of OH, seen at 309 nm, is visible in both spectra
and appears to show only insignificant variation. The (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition of OI at
395 and the (2s − 3p) transition of Hγ at 410 were not seen in the (Far) spectrum
(although Hγ at 410 might be hidden by the line of ArI at 420 nm; Hβ and Hδ were
occasionally seen). Strong lines of the the CO Ångstrom system, listed in Table 4.6,
page 93, and the (B 1 Σ+ − A2 Π) bandhead of CO are seen in the (Near) spectra but
except for the transition at 439 nm, appear to be partially masked by the increase in the
continuum centered at about 425 nm. Increased intensity of the spectrum seen just above
the CO line at 607 nm was only seen in the initial (Far) sample and was considered to be
a second order line of the OH bandhead at 309 nm. 126,142 Lines of argon clustered around
750 nm indicate trace gas 147,149,169 added to the process atmosphere during the (Far)
series in an attempt to monitor the temperature of the discharge using the Boltzmann
plot method but were obviously absent in the (Near) series because argon was not
present.
The CO line at 439 nm, the Hα line at 656 nm, and the OI line at 778 nm showed
the greatest increase in intensity as a result of the reduction in distance to the center of
the coil undoubtedly due to the increase in electron density in the center of the discharge.
After the beginning of processing, the comparison of spectra over the monitored
transitions listed earlier (Table 4.5) and in Table 4.6 (beginning Figure 4.31) are shown
beginning with Figure 4.40. A minor increase in spectral intensity of the OH transitions
at 309 and 313 nm when the sample was 13 cm (Near) distant from the center of the
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Figure 4.39: Comparison of spectra acquired at a distance of 20 cm from the center of
the coil (black) and at a distance of 13 cm from the center of the coil (red) respectively
at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.
coil and an actual decrease in intensity of the CO lines above about 314 nm was seen for
the sample placed at 20 cm (Far) distant from the center of the coil.
The A2 Σ+ − X 2 Π bandhead of OH at 309 nm, as expected, was seen with increased
intensity in the (Near) as compared to the intensities found in the (Far) samples. In
addition to the overall increase in intensity, the change in location of the samples with
respect to the center of the coil appeared to enhance the ability to see some of the
rotational structures of the of OH band at 309 nm 144 and also enhanced the visibility of
the CO bandhead at 315 nm (0,2) as shown in Figure 4.40.
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Table 4.6: Bandheads of the CO (B 1 Σ+ − A1 Π) Ångstrom system as cited in
λH Intensity v’-v”
413
7
1-1
439
8
0-1
451
10
0-0
470
2
1-2
484
10
0-1
502
1
0-3
520
10
0-2
540
2
1-4
561
10
0-3
582
2
1-5
608
9
0-4
630
2
1-6
662
7
0-5

174

Reference
Schmid & Gerö
Schmid & Gerö
Schmid & Gerö
Birge
Schmid & Gerö
Birge
Johnson & Asundi
Birge
Johnson & Asundi
Birge
Johnson & Asundi
Birge
Johnson & Asundi

A comparison of the (3p5 P − 3s5 S 0 ) transition of OI at 778 nm and the (3p5 P 3s3 S 0 )
transition at 844 nm is shown in Figure 4.41. The variation in intensities of the OI line at
778 nm were seen during the (Near) series (Figure 4.35) appeared to show sensitivity to
both power and pressure of the discharge. In comparison to the spectra from the (Far)
sample, the spectra acquired at the (Near) sample position showed a significant increase
in intensity of the OI line at 778 nm while the OI line at 844 nm decreased to the level of
the background.
The intensity of the (3p − 2s) transition of Hα at 656 nm showed a significant
increase that paralleled the increase in pressure from 100 mtorr to 500 mtorr, shown in
Figure 4.42. The Hα line was seen in all Figures (4.31– 4.34) of the (Near) spectra at all
pressures and applied power levels. Cvelbar et al. 81 attribute the appearance of Hα to
desorption of hydrogen off the walls of the chamber, while Chu et al. 170 mention the
rapid incorporation of atomic components of ”residual water” in the reactor.
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Figure 4.40: Intensity as a function of wavelength for processing discharges at a distance
of 20 cm (red) and a distance of 13 cm (black) from the center of the coil at a pressure of
300 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.
Krstulović et al. 2 attribute the appearance of H2 at 616 nm in the Fulcher band to
the presence of water vapor in the system. But Ivanov et al. 4 confirm the creation of
“stable gaseous products: H2 , H2 O, CO and CO2 ...,” from an initial process atmosphere
containing only oxygen, which could just as easily explain the appearance of Hα , and
other molecular species seen in the initial spectra. While the introduction of water into
the system is indeed possible for a chamber that is used without a device to minimize
exposure of samples to outside atmosphere, the low levels of hydrogen species seen are
most likely the result of residue of previous polymerization of samples left behind after
ashing of the chamber, not due to water.
The appearance of the continuum running from about 300 to 700 nm with a center
at about 500 nm, first shown in Figure 4.39 and enlarged in Figure 4.43, indicated a
mechanism at work in the (Near) series not seen in the (Cap), or (Far) series of
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Figure 4.41: Spectra at a distance of 20 cm (black) and 13 cm (red) from the center of
the coil at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 500 watts.
experiments. Although their primary area of interest was the O2+ first negative system,
Vassallo et al. 87 reported the appearance of the Ångstrom system bandhead of CO
(Table 4.6) at 519 nm that showed an increase in intensity proportional to the increase in
applied power that was consistent with the observed spectral data from the (Near)
series. Rond et al., 171 in an examination of a CO2 nonequilibrium inductive discharge,
O I 777.53880

reported a spectrum comparable to that seen in the (Near) experimental series in that
the lines of oxygen at 778 and 844 nm were seen in addition to a continuum created by
multiple overlapping bandheads of molecular CO (Ångstrom, Triplet, and Asundi) 171,172
acquired at a distance of 11 cm from the center of the coil. Rond et al. 171 attributed the
appearance of this continuum to the “chemiluminescence effect accompanying the

H2 I 616.1600

recombination of CO and O”, as described by Broida and Gaydon 173 and Gaydon. 174
Rond et al. 171 discussed the use of the continuum mid point to estimate the
temperature of the discharge. That technique, although intriguing, was considered to be
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Figure 4.42: Comparison of OES data showing the Hα transition at 656 nm data taken
at the (Near) sample position (black) and the (Far) sample position (red) for an applied
power of 500 watts at a pressure of 100 mtorr.
outside the scope of this series of experiments.

4.4

Summary
A discussion of the data acquired during the characterization of a capacitively

coupled discharge (Cap) processing system and an inductive decoupled plasma system
(DPS) used for modification of the surface of poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) samples
in an oxygen process atmosphere was presented in this chapter. The samples were placed
at varying distances from the center of the coil generating the plasma discharge with the
goal of varying the processing properties within the DPS chamber. Optical emission
spectroscopy (OES) was used to monitor the Cap and DPS systems during processing.
OES allowed the non-contact monitoring of changes in intensity of the discharge during
processing of the PET samples. Spectra acquired in the DPS system showed an increase
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Figure 4.43: Overlapping bandheads of CO and continuum attributed to chemiluminescence during recombination of CO and O showing the (Near) sample position (red) and
the (Far) sample position (black) at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied power of 500
watts.
in chemical species activity attributed to the increase in discharge density due to the
decrease in distance of the sample to the center of the discharge coil driving the chamber
discharge. An increase in the “richness” of the spectra can also be attributed to the
increase in applied power, as well as the increase in chamber pressure. Power and
pressure showed influence in the experiments as found by other experimenters; however,
distance from the driving coil made the most difference in the number and intensity of
the atomic and molecular species seen during processing.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

5.1

Conclusions
In this dissertation, three related non-thermal plasma discharges — capacitive

(Cap), inductive DPS (Near), and inductive DPS (Far) — were investigated, including
a novel application of the inductive DPS discharge used to modify the surface of
poly(ethylene terepthalate) (PET) samples. A capacitively coupled discharge processing
system was assembled to process PET samples in an oxygen process atmosphere. The
system components and matching network were reconfigured as an inductive decoupled
plasma system (DPS) and were employed in additional investigations of PET samples.
Configurations used during this research were discussed in Chapter 3. Optical emission
spectroscopy (OES) was used as an in-process diagnostic. Measurement of the relative
degree of processing of each of the experimental systems, when referenced to an increase
in spectral intensity of atomic and molecular species, was presented and discussed.
Change in contact angle (CA) was used as a comparative process diagnostic. The change
in CA of the PET samples after processing in each increasing electron density as
compared to initial values obtained using ASTM-2578 test were presented and discussed.
The assembly of three related processing systems allowed comparison of the ability
of each system to modify the surface of polymer samples under controlled process
conditions. Monitoring of process efficiency at setpoints developed during the prior
research, described in Chapter 3, and during the examination of the work of other
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researchers, in Chapter 2, allowed the comparison of the ability of the discharge to
modify the samples at each increase in power and pressure. The increase in process
electron density, seen in each system, was found to directly affect the ability of the
process system to modify surface characteristics of the PET samples.
System parts were reassembled into a low electron density (≈ 108 cm−3 ) capacitive
discharge system (Cap) which included the design and fabrication of equal sized
electrodes (13 mm spacing) designed in the style of a traditional capacitive discharge. 27
Following the experiments discussed in Chapter 3, the system was disassembled and
reconfigured into the original high electron density (1013 cm−3 ) inductive DPS
configuration (Far) and the PET sample placed 20 cm from the center of the discharge
coil. Upon restoring the capacitive system to the original coil and dome design, the
impedance of the chamber was recalculated and appropriate modifications were made to
the matching network in order to enable a unity match between the RF generator and
the processing chamber. Additional PET samples were processed in the high electron
density inductive DPS configuration (Near) at a distance of 13 cm from the center of the
discharge coil.
OES spectra acquired during initial characterization of each chamber showed an
increase in the overall intensity of spectral emissions indicative of an increase in the
electron density generated in each chamber configuration progressing from least dense to
most dense ((Cap) ⇒ (Far) ⇒ (Near)). Comparison of the three system configurations
(Chapter 4) indicated an increase in degree of processing available that increased with
each of the systems. Comparison of the change in intensity of emissions of both atomic
and molecular species after introduction of PET samples, especially the transitions of
neutral oxygen at 778 and 844 nm, OH at 309 nm, CO at 456 nm as well as Hα at 656
nm, showed an increase in the intensity of emission that also paralleled the change from
the lowest to highest density discharge seen in the initial characterization series.
Characterization of the poly(ethylene terepthalate) material prior to any processing
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showed the roll polymer material to be of a slightly hydrophobic condition as indicated by
a contact angle of 72◦ . This value was confirmed during the secondary characterization
performed after preparation of the PET samples but prior to processing in the chamber.
Contact angle values acquired after processing showed a continuing decrease in measured
contact angle progressing from least dense to most dense ((Cap) ⇒ (Far) ⇒ (Near)).
Comparison of the results from each of the system configurations (Chapter 4), indicated
an increase in degree of processing that paralleled the change from the lowest to highest
density discharge seen in the experimental series. The increase in degree of processing
was also confirmed by visual examination of the samples before and after processing;
degradation of the surface was seen as described in Chapter 4.

5.2

Further Work
The experimental data collected from these experimental series indicated that the

increased power and pressure of a non-thermal inductive discharge was able to affect the
surface of the poly(ethylene terepthalate) test material; the surface energy of all of the
samples tested was increased after exposure to the discharge increasing the wettability of
the sample surface. Many researchers have attributed the increase in surface energy of
treated polymers to the build up of oxygen and other fragments on the surface of the
treated samples. The initial breaking of the carbon-hydrogen bonds of the polymer
backbone of the poly(ethylene terepthalate) samples yield the initial increase in the
active species of OH and CO described by Chung et al., 175 Cvelbar et al., 81 and
others. 48,176–178 Investigations of the efficiency of the excited oxygen discharge used to
modify the surface of the PET samples were limited to a comparison of surface between
succeeding experiments to determine, by examination, an increase in discharge density
based upon inspection and determination of the change in surface energy and the
estimation of electron density based upon other sources/researchers. The development of
a method to measure the electron density of the discharge would add to the diagnostic
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ability of this series of experiments. A conventional Langmuir-type probe is generally
used in the measurement of electron density in plasma discharges. In this case, however,
re-deposition of polymer fragments from the processing atmosphere onto any passive
probe inserted into the discharge would immediately insulate the surface, rendering it
inoperative. The development of an active diagnostic probe would allow the accurate
measurement of electron densities for each of the experimental discharges, allowing for
more accurate explanation for the reported increase in surface energy of processed
samples.
The experimental data acquired during this series of experiments,
((Cap) ⇒ (Far) ⇒ (Near)), indicate that an increase in electron density provided by
the change from a capacitive processing chamber to an inductive decoupled plasma
system (DPS) not only increased the density of the discharge, but exposure of the
samples to the denser discharge increased the surface energy of the sample but showed a
corresponding change in the degree of modification as samples were moved from the
less-dense processing system to the more-dense processing system. The use of a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), proposed in an earlier work, 20 as a diagnostic tool for
visualization of the physical changes in the surface of the polymer samples viewed at a
microscopic level could allow the investigation of the sample surface in order to verify the
reports of Beake et al. 179 and Vesel et al. 180 of the actual erosion of the sample surface
consistent with the exposure of the sample to the energetic discharges. In addition, this
method of characterization is widely used in industry. 1,180–182
Although the use of optical emission spectroscopy as a diagnostic tool enabled the
monitoring of the changes in the process atmosphere during the sample exposure time,
the scanning monochromator used in this series of experiments was unable to measure
time slices small enough to do more than see a possible trend in the relationship between
OH, CO and OI reported by Krstulović et al. 2 Any additional investigation into the
relationship between these species as described by Krstulović et al. 2 and other
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researchers 81,180 would require the addition of a CCD-based spectrometer able to acquire
complete spectra of multiple transitions of interest at millisecond intervals in order to
build a time axis of changes in spectral intensities of these atomic and molecular species.
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Contact Angle Plots
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Figure A.1: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts.
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Figure A.2: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 500 Watts.
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Figure A.3: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 6 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts.
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Figure A.4: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 10 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts.
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Figure A.5: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 10 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 500 Watts.
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Figure A.6: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 16 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts.
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Figure A.7: Contact angle values acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 16 minutes at 100 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 500 Watts.
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Contact Angle Pictures
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Figure B.1: Initial characterization test liquid (deionized water) shows an interfacial tension of 72.89 dynes/cm. This value is in
good agreement with published values.
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Figure B.2: Initial characterization of video system using vendor-supplied Sapphire calibration standard (90◦ ± 0.10)
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Figure B.3: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 1.
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Figure B.4: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 2
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Figure B.5: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 3
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Figure B.6: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 4
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Figure B.7: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 5
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Figure B.8: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 6
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Figure B.9: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 7
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Figure B.10: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 8
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Figure B.11: Contact angle value acquired across the diameter of a sample processed for 2 minutes at 400 mtorr in an O2 + Ar
atmosphere at an applied power of 250 Watts, Sample 9

Appendix C

Spectra of Runs in Inductive Decoupled Plasma System (DPS)(20.0 cm)
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Figure C.1: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 250 watts.
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Figure C.2: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 500 watts.
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Figure C.3: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 6 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 250 watts.
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Figure C.4: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 500 watts.
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Figure C.5: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 10 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 250 watts.
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Figure C.6: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 10 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 500 watts.
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Figure C.7: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 16 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 250 watts.
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Figure C.8: Intensity as a function of wavelength of a sample processed for 16 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 500 watts.
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Spectra of Runs in Inductive Decoupled Plasma System (DPS)(13.0 cm)
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Figure D.1: Intensity as a function of wavelength of samples processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 100 mtorr and an applied
power of 250, 500, 750 1000 Watts as shown.
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Figure D.2: Intensity as a function of wavelength of samples processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 300 mtorr and an applied
power of 250, 500, 750 1000 Watts as shown.
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Figure D.3: Intensity as a function of wavelength of samples processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 500 mtorr and an applied
power of 250, 500, 750 1000 Watts as shown.
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Figure D.4: Intensity as a function of wavelength of samples processed for 2 minutes at a pressure of 1000 mtorr and an applied
power of 250, 500, 750 1000 Watts as shown.
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Designation: D 2578 – 08

Standard Test Method for

Wetting Tension of Polyethylene and Polypropylene Films1
This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 2578; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (´) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

1. Scope*
1.1 This test method covers the measurement of the wetting
tension of a polyethylene or polypropylene film surface in
contact with drops of specific test solutions in the presence of
air.
1.2 The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as
standard. The values given in parentheses are mathematical
conversions to inch-pound units that are provided for information only and are not considered standard.
1.3 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use. Specific hazards
statements are given in Section 8.
NOTE 1—This test method is equivalent to ISO 8296.

2. Referenced Documents
2.1 ASTM Standards:2
D 618 Practice for Conditioning Plastics for Testing
E 691 Practice for Conducting an Interlaboratory Study to
Determine the Precision of a Test Method
2.2 ISO Standard:
ISO 8296 3
3. Summary of Test Method
3.1 In this test method drops of a series of mixtures of
formamide and ethyl Cellosolve4 of gradually increasing surface tension are applied to the surface of the polyethylene or
polypropylene film until a mixture is found that just wets the
film surface. The wetting tension of the polyethylene or
polypropylene film surface will be approximated by the surface
tension of this particular mixture.
1
This test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D20 on Plastics
and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee D20.19 on Film and Sheeting.
Current edition approved Nov. 1, 2008. Published November 2008. Originally
approved in 1967. Last previous edition approved in 2004 as D 2578 - 04a.
2
For referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, or
contact ASTM Customer Service at service@astm.org. For Annual Book of ASTM
Standards volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on
the ASTM website.
3
Available from American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 25 W. 43rd St.,
4th Floor, New York, NY 10036, http://www.ansi.org.
4
Registered trademark of Union Carbide Corp. for ethylene glycol monoethyl
ether.

4. Significance and Use
4.1 When a drop of liquid rests on the surface of a solid, and
a gas is in contact with both, the forces acting at the interfaces
must balance. These forces can be represented by surface
energies acting in the direction of the surfaces and it follows
that:
gGL cos u 5 gGS 2 gSL

where:
u

= angle of contact of the edge of the drop with the
solid surface,
gGL
= surface energy of the gas - liquid interface,
gGS
= surface energy of the gas - solid interface, and
gSL
= surface energy of the solid - liquid interface.
4.1.1 The right side of the above equation (the difference
between the surface energies of the gas - solid and solid liquid interfaces) is defined as the wetting tension of the solid
surface. It is not a fundamental property of the surface but
depends on interaction between the solid and a particular
environment.
4.1.2 When the gas is air saturated with vapors of the liquid,
gGL will be the surface tension of the liquid. If the angle of
contact is 0° the liquid is said to just wet the surface of the
solid, and in this particular case (since cos u = 1) the wetting
tension of the solid will be equal to the surface tension of the
liquid.
4.2 The ability of polyethylene and polypropylene films to
retain inks, coatings, adhesives, etc., is primarily dependent
upon the character of their surfaces, and can be improved by
one of several surface-treating techniques. These same treating
techniques have been found to increase the wetting tension of
a polyethylene or a polypropylene film surface in contact with
mixtures of formamide and ethyl Cellosolve in the presence of
air. It is therefore possible to relate the wetting tension of a
polyethylene or a polypropylene film surface to its ability to
accept and retain inks, coatings, adhesives, etc. The measured
wetting tension of a specific film surface can only be related to
acceptable ink, coating, or adhesive retention through experience. Wetting tension in itself is not a completely acceptable
measure of ink, coating, or adhesive adhesion.
NOTE 2—A wetting tension of 35 dynes/cm or higher has been
generally found to reveal a degree of treatment normally regarded as
acceptable for tubular film made from Type 1 polyethylene and intended
for commercial flexographic printing. It is, however, possible that some
other level of wetting tension may be required to indicate the acceptability

*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard.
Copyright © ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959, United States.

1
Copyright by ASTM Int'l (all rights reserved); Fri Sep 4 12:07:08 EDT 2009
Downloaded/printed by
Russell Rhoton (College of Technology) pursuant to License Agreement. No further reproductions authorized.
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of polyethylene films made by other processes, or from other types of
polyethylene, or intended for other uses.
At the present date, insufficient experience has been gained to state a
generally acceptable level of wetting tension for polypropylene films for
commercial flexographic printing.

5. Interferences
5.1 Since the wetting tension of a polyethylene or polypropylene film in contact with a drop of liquid in the presence of
air is a function of the surface energies of both the air - film and
film - liquid interfaces, any trace of surface-active impurities in
the liquid reagents or on the film may affect the results. It is,
therefore, important that the portion of the film surface to be
tested not be touched or rubbed, that all equipment be
scrupulously clean, and that reagent purity be carefully
guarded. Glass apparatus in particular is likely to be contaminated with detergents having very strong surface tension
reducing ability unless specific precautions are taken to ensure
their absence such as cleaning with chromic-sulfuric acid and
rinsing with distilled water.
6. Apparatus
6.1 Cotton-Tipped Wooden Applicators, approximately 150
mm (6 in.) in length.
6.2 Burets, two, 50-mL.
6.3 Bottles, 100-mL, with caps and labels.
7. Reagents and Materials
7.1 Prepare mixtures of reagent grade formamide
(HCONH2) and reagent grade ethyl Cellosolve
(CH3CH2OCH2CH2OH) in the proportions shown in Table 1
for the integral values of wetting tension in the range over
which measurements are to be made. For extremely precise
work, mixtures for determining fractional values of wetting

Ethyl Cellosolve,A
%

Wetting Tension,B
dynes/cm

0
2.5
10.5
19.0
26.5
35.0
42.5
48.5
54.0
59.0
63.5
67.5
71.5
74.7
78.0
80.3
83.0
87.0
90.7
93.7
96.5
99.0

100.0
97.5
89.5
81.0
73.5
65.0
57.5
51.5
46.0
41.0
36.5
32.5
28.5
25.3
22.0
19.7
17.0
13.0
9.3
6.3
3.5
1.0

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
48
50
52
54
56

NOTE 3—Although the mixtures of ethyl Cellosolve and formamide
used in this test method are relatively stable, exposure to extremes of
temperature or humidity should be avoided.

7.2 If desired, add to each of the formamide ethyl Cellosolve mixtures a very small amount of dye of high tinctorial
value. The dye used should be of such color as to make drops
or thin films of the solutions clearly visible on the surface of
polyethylene or polypropylene film and must be of such
chemical composition that it will not measurably affect the
wetting tension of the solutions in the concentration used.5
7.3 Fully prepared mixtures of these reagents in varying
concentrations are available from a number of commercial
sources. Pens containing these mixtures are also commercially
available. However, correlations between these options and
freshly prepared solutions have not been established.
NOTE 4—Care must be taken when handling pens. Prolonged exposure
to the atmosphere, temperature or humidity extremes, exposure to
contaminants, or use beyond the stated expiration date will change their
characteristics creating a potential for erroneous results.

8. Hazards
8.1 Formamide may cause skin irritation and is particularly
dangerous in direct contact with the eyes. Safety goggles
should be worn when making up new test mixtures.
8.2 Ethyl Cellosolve is a highly flammable solvent.
8.3 Both ethyl Cellosolve and formamide are toxic and pose
exposure risks. Consult the applicable MSDS before use and
ensure that the appropriate Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) is used, especially when preparing new solutions.
8.4 All tests should be performed with adequate ventilation.
9. Sampling
9.1 The minimum amount of film required for this test
depends upon the skill of the operator. This usually amounts to
one sample across the entire width of a roll in order to obtain
a representative value.
9.2 Extreme care must be taken to prevent the surface of the
film sample from being touched or handled in the areas upon
which the test is to be made.
9.3 Usually it will be adequate to make one determination at
each location 1⁄4 , 1⁄2 , 3⁄4 of the way across the width of the
film, to arrive at an average value for the sample or to
determine when treatment is uneven.

TABLE 1 Concentration of Ethyl Cellosolve—Formamide
Mixtures Used in Measuring Wetting Tension of
Polyethylene and Polypropylene Films
Formamide,
Volume %

tension may be made up by interpolating between the concentrations shown in Table 1.

10. Conditioning
10.1 Conditioning—Condition the test specimens at 23 6
2°C (73.4 6 3.6°F) and 50 6 10 % relative humidity for not
less than 40 h prior to test in accordance with Procedure A of
Practice D 618 unless otherwise specified by agreement or the
relevant ASTM material specification. In cases of disagreement, the tolerances shall be 61°C (61.8°F) and 65 %
relative humidity.

A
Cellosolve is the registered trademark of Union Carbide Corp. for ethylene
glycol monoethyl ether.
B
Measured under conditions of 23 6 2°C and 50 6 5 % relative humidity.

5
“DuPont Victoria Pure Blue BO” at a maximum concentration of 0.03 % has
been found satisfactory.
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lower surface tension mixtures when practicing 11.1-11.4. It is
recommended that the test analyst should check the reported
wetting tension of the film by working progressively to higher
surface tension mixtures.

10.2 Test Conditions—Conduct the tests at 23 6 2°C (73.4
6 3.6°F) and 50 6 10 % relative humidity unless otherwise
specified by agreement or the relevant ASTM material specification. In cases of disagreement, the tolerances shall be 61°C
(61.8°F) and 65 % relative humidity.

12. Report
12.1 Report the average value of the wetting tension of each
sample to the nearest 0.5 dynes/cm.
12.2 If the polyethylene or polypropylene film has been
unevenly treated, it may not be possible to arrive at a single
value of wetting tension. In this case, report the individual
values whenever the largest value exceeds the smallest by more
than 1 dyne/cm.

NOTE 5—In specific cases, such as control testing, where the conditioning requirements cannot be met and the data are of direct assistance to the
operation, other conditioning procedures can be used and recorded in the
report.

11. Procedure
11.1 Wet the very tip of a cotton applicator with one of the
mixtures. Use only a minimum amount of liquid as an excess
of reagent can affect the end point of the test.
11.2 Spread the liquid lightly over an area of approximately
6.5 cm2 (1 in.2) of the test specimen. Do not try to cover a
larger area lest there be insufficient liquid to give complete
coverage.
11.3 Note the time required for the continuous film of liquid
formed in 11.2 to break up into droplets. If the continuous film
holds for 2 s or more, proceed to the next higher surface
tension mixture, but if the continuous film breaks into droplets
in less than 2 s, proceed to the next lower surface mixture. A
clean, new cotton applicator must be used each time to avoid
contamination of the solutions (even for successive dips into
the same solution).

13. Precision and Bias 7
13.1 Precision:
13.1.1 Table 2 is based on an interlaboratory study conducted in 1995 in accordance with Practice E 691 involving
three materials and thirteen laboratories. Each test result was
the average of three individual determinations. Each laboratory
obtained three test results for each material on two days.
13.1.2 The values of the repeatability standard deviation Sr,
reproducibility standard deviation SR, the 95 % repeatability
and reproducibility limits on the difference between two test
results, r and R, respectively, for different treatment levels have
been determined and are shown in Table 2. The results
demonstrate that the precision of the results depends on the
treatment level (wetting tension) of the film, the higher the
treatment level, the higher the variability between single test
results obtained in different laboratories, or the lower the
precision.
13.1.3 Definitions:
Warning—The following explanations of r and R are only
intended to present a meaningful way of considering the
approximate precision of this test method. The data in Table 1
should not be rigorously applied to the acceptance or rejection
of material, as those data are specific to the interlaboratory
study and may not be representative of other lots, conditions,
materials, or laboratories. Users of this test method should
apply the principles outlined in Practice E 691 to generate data
specific to their laboratory and materials, or between specific
laboratories. The principles 13.1.3-13.2 would then be valid for
such data.

NOTE 6—The solution is considered as wetting the test specimen when
it remains intact as a continuous film of liquid for at least 2 s. The
“reading” of the liquid film behavior should be made in the center of the
liquid film. Shrinking of the liquid film about its periphery does not
indicate lack of wetting. Breaking of the liquid film into droplets within 2
s indicates lack of wetting. Severe peripheral shrinkage may be caused by
too much liquid being placed upon the film surface. Experience with the
test will give excellent insight into “reading” the liquid film behavior.

11.4 Proceeding in the direction indicated by the results of
11.3, continue repeating 11.1 through 11.3 until it is possible to
select the ethyl Cellosolve-formamide mixture that comes
nearest to wetting the film surface for exactly 2 s. The surface
tension of this mixture in dynes per centimetre is called the
wetting tension of the polyethylene or polypropylene film
specimen.
NOTE 7—Since the surface tension of the formamide/ethyl cellosolve
solutions can change, for example, through evaporation of one or both
components, or through contamination, and is dependent upon temperature, the actual surface tension of the solution that wet the film for exactly
2 s should be measured. This can be accomplished very simply with a
surface tensiometer.6

6
The Fisher Surface Tensiometer, Model 20, has been found satisfactory for this
application.
7
Supporting data are available from ASTM Headquarters, Request RR:D201236.

11.5 Experience with this test has shown that on occasion
erroneous wetting tension results can be obtained when the
final wetting tension is determined by working progressively to

TABLE 2 Interlaboratory Study Results.
Material

Treatment
Power,
W/ft2
/min

Average
Wetting
Tension,
dyne/cm

Repeatability
Standard
Deviation, Sr

Reproducibility
Standard
Deviation, SR

r

R

PP film
PP film
PP film

20
1.6
0.5

39.45
36.27
33.07

0.74
0.32
0.38

1.97
1.85
0.87

2.06
0.90
1.06

5.52
5.19
2.43
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13.1.3.1 Sr = the within laboratory standard deviation for the
individual material. It is obtained by pooling the withinlaboratory standard deviations of the test results from all of the
participating laboratories.
13.1.3.2 SR = the between-laboratories reproducibility, expressed as standard deviation.
13.1.3.3 r = the within-laboratory critical interval between
two results = 2.8 3 Sr. The two test results should be judged
not equivalent if they differ by more than the r dyne/cm for that
treatment level.

13.1.3.4 R = the between-laboratories critical interval between two results = 2.8 3 SR. The two test results should be
judged not equivalent if they differ by more than the R dyne/cm
for that treatment level.
13.1.3.5 Any judgment in accordance with 13.1.3.1 and
13.1.3.2 would have an approximate 95 % (0.95) probability of
being correct.
13.2 Bias—No statement can be made about the bias of this
test method because wetting tension is defined in terms of the
test method.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES
Committee D20 has identified the location of selected changes to this standard since the last issue
(D 2578 - 04a) that may impact the use of this standard. (November 1, 2008)
(1) Revised Section 10.
ASTM International takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection with any item mentioned
in this standard. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any such patent rights, and the risk
of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.
This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee and must be reviewed every five years and
if not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or for additional standards
and should be addressed to ASTM International Headquarters. Your comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting of the
responsible technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should
make your views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, at the address shown below.
This standard is copyrighted by ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959,
United States. Individual reprints (single or multiple copies) of this standard may be obtained by contacting ASTM at the above
address or at 610-832-9585 (phone), 610-832-9555 (fax), or service@astm.org (e-mail); or through the ASTM website
(www.astm.org).
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UVPROCESS SUPPLY, INC.
CON-TROL-CURE© DYNE PENS
PART II NOOl-OlO (Levels 36-48)

INSTRUCTION FOR USE
For maximum accuracy when testing, an ink from the middle of the range should first be
applied. (e.g. 40 dynes!cm) If the ink wets the surface within two seconds without forming globules,
the treatment level of the film is either higher than, or exactly that of the liquid.
A second test using the ink of the next higher value, in this case 42 dynes/cm., should then be
performed and the process repeated using inks of increased values until the ink forms globules within
the first two seconds of application.
However, should the first application of ink have formed globules within two seconds, then the
same ink test should be repeated, but using the next lower value.
In this way, one is able to pinpoint the treatment level measurement through two tests. For
example, it can be established that the level of treatment of the tested film is between the levels of
two inks 36 to 38 dynes!cm. With a certain amount of practice it can be accurately estimated
whether the level lies closer to 36 or 38 dynes!cm.
—

This test is a suitable test carried out by the machine operator and gives a trained person an
easy and effective means of determining the treatment levels achieved on film samples.
Since the inks are made up of liquids with various surface tensions and are also hydroscopic,
it is imperative that the caps be firmly replaced immediately after use.
The surface tension is a definite criteria for the adhesion of ink onto PE and PP. There are,
however, other factors such as migration of slip additives that influence the adhesion of inks quite
negatively, that in turn do not necessarily register on surface tension testing. Consequently, even
though good surface tension results were found, the ink adhesion can result negatively. It is also
possible that polymer plastics with the same surface tension can give varying degrees of print
adhesion.
In most cases, however, one can disregard these exceptions and get the best possible results
of ink adhesion with the surface tension of between 38 and 41 dynes/cm. Too low of a surface
tension value, approximately 35 dyneslcm., almost always result in poor adhesion.

UV Process Supply, Inc.
1229 W. Cortland St.
Chicago, IL 60614-4805

773-248-0099 • 800-621-1296 • 888-UVLAMPS
FAX 773-880-6647 • 800-99FAXUV
email: infocuvps.com • www.uvprocess.com
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UVPROCESS SUPPLY, INC.
CON-TROL-CURE© DYNE PENS
PART # NOOl-OlO (Levels 36-48)

This document provides information about a product dishibuted by
IN Process Supply, Inc (“the Seller”). The information provided in this document

is offered in good faith and is believed to be reliable, but is made
WITHOUT WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER MATrER.

This document is not intended to provide advice (technical, legal or otherwise)
for a particular set of facts, but is of a general nature. Users of this document
should consult with their own advisors and appropriate sources. The Seller and Its
employees do not assume any responsibility for the user’s compliance with any
applicable instructions, laws or regulations, nor for any persons relying on the
information contained in this document.
All risk arising out of the performance of this product and/or the understanding of Its
usage remains solely with the Buyer. In no event shall the Seller be held liable for
lost profits, lost savings, incidental or direct damages or other economic consequential
damages regardless of any statement, expressed or implied, of such liability by the
Seller’s employees or any of its authorized agents. In addition, the Seller and
its suppliers will be held harmless for any damages claimed on behalf of any third party.
The Buyer of this product accepts full responsibility and understanding for the
terms and specifications set forth herein.
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